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Abstract—Recent advances in information technology have
revolutionized the automotive industry, paving the way for
next-generation smart and connected vehicles. Connected
vehicles can collaborate to deliver novel services and appli-
cations. These services and applications require 1) massive
volumes of data that perceive ambient environments, 2) ultra-
reliable and low-latency communication networks, 3) real-
time data processing which provides decision support under
application-specific constraints. Addressing such constraints
introduces significant challenges with current communication
and computation technologies. Coincidentally, the fifth gener-
ation of cellular networks (5G) was developed to respond to
communication challenges by providing an infrastructure for
low-latency, high-reliability, and high bandwidth communica-
tion. At the core of this infrastructure, edge computing allows
data offloading and computation at the edge of the network,
ensuring low-latency and context-awareness, and pushing the
utilization efficiency of 5G to its limit. In this paper, we aim at
providing a comprehensive overview of the state of research
on vehicular computing in the emerging age of 5G. After
reviewing the main vehicular applications requirements and
challenges, we follow a bottom-up approach, starting with
the promising technologies for vehicular communications,
all the way up to Artificial Intelligence (AI) solutions. We
explore the various architectures for vehicular computing,
including centralized Cloud Computing, Vehicular Cloud
Computing, and Vehicular Edge computing, and investigate
the potential data analytics technologies and their integration
on top of the vehicular computing architectures. We finally
discuss several future research directions and applications
for vehicular computation systems.
Index Terms—Edge Computing, Cloud Computing, In-
telligent Transportation System, Big Data, 5G, Distributed
Computing, Vehicular Adhoc Network
I. INTRODUCTION
The automotive industry is on the verge of one of the
most dramatic paradigm shifts in its history. An increasing
number of vehicles are embedded with sensing, com-
putation, and wireless communication capabilities. Such
vehicles feature onboard units (OBU), global positioning
system (GPS) units, onboard radio modules, such as IEEE
802.11p, long-term evolution (LTE), or 5G modules, and
other onboard units. These units are used to perceive
the surrounding environments (i.e. Camera, Lidar, Radar,
Ultrasonic, and Vehicle motion sensors), and perform com-
putation and communication. Similar to vehicles, the road
infrastructure itself is also evolving towards embedding
more intelligence. Roadside units (RSUs) are transceivers
mounted along a road or pedestrian passageway to interact
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with vehicles and perform computation, communication,
and storage tasks. These capabilities enable the vehicles,
and the infrastructure to form vehicular networks spon-
taneously. These networks involve both dynamic nodes
(i.e., moving vehicles) and stationary nodes (i.e., parked
vehicles, roadside infrastructure) on a large scale [1]–[3].
Vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) is a specific type of
mobile ad hoc network where wireless-enabled vehicles
instantly form a network with the RSUs without any ad-
ditional infrastructure [4]. Compared to MANET, VANET
introduces unique characteristics, among which unlimited
transmission power, higher computational capabilities, and
predictable mobility. The vehicles can provide power to
their communication and computation units, significantly
increasing the available computing, communication, and
sensing capabilities. Besides, vehicles tend to move ac-
cording to predefined patterns, which are (usually) limited
by the road networks. Nevertheless, vehicular computing
also introduces new challenges, revealing critical limita-
tions in today’s computing and wireless communication
technologies [3], [5]. Due to the high mobility of the
vehicles and the dynamic nature of traffic, connection and
disconnection of links happen between nodes at a high
frequency, leading to ever-changing topology and network
partitioning. As a result, sparse traffic frequently alternates
with heavy traffic, respectively, leading to intermittent con-
nectivity and network congestion. These dramatic changes
introduce a high latency variability, which impacts the
quality of service. These conditions complicate the de-
ployment of vehicular applications that require real-time
interactions and prevent the deployment of time-critical
safety applications.
The development of vehicular networks and systems
paves the way for new services and business opportunities.
The deployment of the technologies, infrastructure, and
services relies on interdisciplinary efforts, involving not
only manufacturers, but also network operators, service
providers, and governmental authorities [3], [5]. Network
operators and service providers can provide access to
services and bill users for the consumed services, be-
sides providing network access and services provision [3].
Service providers can collect real-time traffic data, de-
tect traffic congestion, and disseminate to vehicles, either
through RSUs or cellular communication [7]. Finally,
government authorities play a critical role in synchroniz-
ing all actors towards a safe and reliable road service.
Such a collaboration opens up numerous possibilities
for potential life-changing applications while vehicles
are moving or parked. These applications range from
critical safety-related applications and driver assistance
systems to location-based services and infotainment. The
computation and communication resources involved in
vehicular applications vary based on the application re-
ar
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Figure 1: Overview of involved on-board unites [6], computation and communication resources of 2 VANET
applications. Vehicular edge computing (VEC) and vehicular cloud computing (VCC) are computation resources. Mobile
networks for internet access and short range communication standard 802.11p for critical safety.
quirements, as shown in Figure 1. At one end of the
spectrum, infotainment applications access the Internet
through mobile networks and play multimedia streaming
or surf websites using, for instance, standard content de-
livery networks(CDN) 1. On the other end, safety-critical
applications rely primarily on vehicles, clouds, and edge
servers for decision making. These applications tend to
exploit faster communication solutions such as vehicle
to vehicle (V2V) and vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) to
address the real-time constraints.
Vehicles embed dozens of sensors that generate hun-
dreds to thousands of megabytes per second. Besides,
the diversity of car models and potential roadside infras-
tructure results in a never-before-seen data heterogeneity.
Due to the diversity of the sensors, models, applications,
and voluminously produced data, the processing of the
heterogeneous big data streams becomes another chal-
lenge. Besides, as previously stated, the connection may
be intermittent, resulting in massive bursts of data in some
areas, that need to be processed in-time. Analyzing this
data and promptly extracting meaningful and useful infor-
mation requires specific big data analytics architecture and
artificial intelligence (AI) methods to be considered in the
vehicular network deployments [8], [9]. Cloud computing
(CC) enables ubiquitous, convenient, and on-demand net-
work access to a shared pool of configurable computing
1https://www.cdnetworks.com/
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications,
and services) [10]. Vehicular cloud computing (VCC)
emerges as a new hybrid technology that incorporates and
scales cloud computing into vehicular networks. The VCC
paradigm utilizes the underutilized resources efficiently
on wheels to serve the end-users with a pay-as-you-
go model [11]. However, many applications introduce
latency-sensitive requirements, which make vehicular edge
computing (VEC) the best candidate to offload the compu-
tation. VEC promises to deliver scalable, highly responsive
cloud services for mobile computing and masks transient
cloud outages. In contrast to CC and VCC, this paradigm
features the proximity to the subscribing vehicles, context-
awareness, dense geographical distribution, and support
for mobility [12], [13].
There is an increasing amount of research related to
vehicular communication and computation. However, we
are not aware of any comprehensive survey compiling the
existing literature on distributed vehicular computing and
communications in a systematic manner. In this survey, we
provide a comprehensive approach to investigate the com-
ponents of the vehicular computing and communication
paradigm. We start by examining the vehicular applica-
tions to identify the challenges that face them, then provide
the requirements needed to address them. We analyze
the available communication and computation methods
as essential components of future vehicular networks and
3Table I: List of acronyms
Acronym Definition
V2X Vehicle-to-Everything
V2I Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
V2V Vehicle-to-Vehicle
V2S Vehicle-to-Sensor
V2N Vehicle-to-Network
ITS Intelligent Transportation System
VANET Vehicular Ad Hoc Network
OBU On-Board Unit
RSU Road Side Unit
CVs Connected Vehicles
AV/D Autonomous Vehicle/Driving
ADAS Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
DSRC Dedicated Short Range Communication
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards
Institute
ITS-G5 Intelligent Transport Systems - operating in
5 GHz frequency band
WAVE Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment
CAM Cooperative Awareness Message
DENM Decentralized Environmental Notification
Message
WSMP WAVE Short Message Protocol
LDM Local Dynamic Map
3GPP The 3rd Generation Partnership Project
LTE Long-Term Evolution
BM-SC Broadcast Multicast Service Center
eMBMS evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast
Service
EPC Evolved Packet Core
UE User Equipment
PDN Packet Data Network
P-GW PDN Gateway
S-GW Serving Gateway
MME Mobility Management Entity
MBSFN Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service
Single Frequency Network
5G Fifth-Generation Mobile Network
BBU Base Band Unit
MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output
SDN Software Defined Networking
NFV Network Function Virtualization
uRLLC ultra Reliable Low Latency Communication
eMBB evolved Mobile Broad Band
mMTC massive Machine Type Communication
AMF Access and Mobility Management Function
SMF Session Management Function
UPF User Plan Function
KPIs 5G Key Performance Indicators
CC Cloud Computing
VEC Vehicular Edge Computing
VCC Vehicular Cloud Computing
EC Edge Computing
FC Fog Computing
systems and identify their limitations. We first focus on the
communication media and evaluate how current and future
technologies can assist vehicular networking to withstand
the load while keeping the network latency at a minimum
level. We then move on to the potential data offloading
and computing architectures, ranging from centralized
and dynamic ad-hoc clouds, to edge computing. As a
promising paradigm, edge computing is being studied
carefully, including static and dynamic ad-hoc cloudlets,
fog computing and mobile edge computing in proximity.
Afterwards, we review different data analytics algorithms
to support decision making based on a large amount of
heterogeneous data. Finally, we provide insights and open
issues, among them future communication, background
services, and safety applications to be considered for
further research and development of soon to come appli-
cations.
The contributions of this survey are threefold:
1) We present the characteristics of vehicular environ-
ments, the posing challenges of real-world vehicular
applications, and the requirements to address them.
2) We provide a comprehensive study of the exist-
ing communication and computation technologies or
paradigms and their limitations. We examine promis-
ing technologies before further investigating further
big data analytics frameworks and AI algorithms.
3) We provide insights and open issues, which shed
light on the development of future novel vehicular
applications and services.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
We analyze various vehicular applications and present
the corresponding challenges in Section II and Section
III, respectively. We summarize the requirements of ve-
hicular applications in Section IV. In Section V-VII,
we summarize the existing research regarding vehicular
communication, system architecture, and data analytics in
detail, respectively. The open issues and future research
directions are discussed in Section VIII, followed by the
conclusion in Section IX.
II. VANET APPLICATIONS
We categorize vehicular network applications into three
groups of applications: traffic safety, convenience and
efficiency, and comfort and infotainment.
Traffic Safety. Information, communication, and posi-
tioning technologies can reduce the number of accidents
and alleviate their severity. These technologies can operate
either autonomously onboard the vehicle or cooperatively
using V2V or V2I communications. Such applications are
called preventive safety applications, as they provide the
driver with accidents countermeasures and post-accident
measures, e.g., maintain a safe speed and distance, drive
in the lane, avoid overtaking in critical situations, provide
safe intersection movement assist, avoid crashes with
vulnerable road users, and mitigate the severity after ac-
cident occurrence [14]. Car manufacturers and automotive
electronics manufacturers (OEMs) have developed safety
technologies that significantly reduce the number and
severity of vehicle accidents. Vehicles embed advanced
safety features that aid, warn, and assist drivers [15].
4For example, lane-keeping, adaptive cruise control, and
automatic emergency braking features can sense traffic
conditions and react with keeping a vehicle in its lane
at a safe distance from the car ahead.
Blindspot warning (BSW) systems use cameras, radar,
and ultrasonic sensors alongside a vehicle to detect the
vehicles next to or behind it, which is beyond the driver’s
visibility. If a vehicle is detected, the driver receives a
warning in the form of visual, tactile, or audible alerts,
indicating that it is unsafe to merge or change lanes. More
advanced systems may even take preemptive actions when
the driver’s reaction time is too long to avoid accidents.
Lane change warning systems warn or brake when a driver
deviates from his lane without a turn signal. These systems
use sensors near the rearview mirror or under the car that
perceive the lane boundaries to keep the car in the lane.
Emergency braking is triggered when a camera in the car
detects an object on the car’s trajectory and slows or stops
if the driver fails to brake [16].
Onboard sensors have a limited operating range and
require a line-of-sight to detect objects. For instance, the
operation range of radar or lidar is up to 200 meters [17].
Many projects and organisations aim to push beyond
these limitations by harnessing vehicular networks to
perceive the entire surrounding environment. The vehicle
safety communications-applications (VSC-A) project [18]
addresses the most frequent collision scenarios, including
1) the lead vehicle stops, 2) the vehicle loses control
independently from external events, 3) vehicle(s) turn at
non-signalized junctions, 4) the lead vehicle decelerates,
and 5) vehicle(s) change lanes in the same direction. VSC-
A identified seven applications employing V2V commu-
nications to create 360◦ "awareness" of other vehicles in
the proximity of the concerned vehicle [19]. The VSC-
A applications are 1) Emergency electronic brake lights
(EEBL) to warn of sudden braking of vehicles in the
forward path, 2) Forward collision warning (FCW) to
warn of impending rear-end collision with forwarding
vehicles, 3) Blind spot warning (BSW) and Lane Change
Warning (LCW) to warn the driver of another vehicle in
his/her blind spot, moving in the same direction, upon
lane changing, 4) Intersection movement assist (IMA) to
warn of unsafe intersection entrance, 5) Do not pass
warning (DNP) to warn of a collision threat with an
oncoming vehicle upon lane changing, and 6) Control loss
warning (CLW) automatically generates a warning when
vehicle loses control. All these applications either warn
the driver through visual, tactile, or audible alerts, or take
control over the vehicle to perform preemptive action. By
periodically broadcasting status information, a vehicle’s
OBUs compute the relative positioning and detect any
potential hazards. Vehicles share their kinematic infor-
mation periodically or asynchronously notify the vehicles
which are subject to hazard in a particular geographic
region. For this purpose, the European telecommunication
standards institute (ETSI) defines a cooperative awareness
message (CAM) [20] and a decentralized environmental
notification message (DENM) [21] for ETSI ITS-G5 based
communication, whereas Crash Avoidance Metrics Part-
nership defines J2735 basic safety message (BSM) [22]
for DSRC-enabled communication [23]. In addition to
vehicle-based accident countermeasures, multiple systems
monitor and detect the status of the driver in an attempt
to prevent road accidents. These systems detect abnormal
behaviours exhibited by drivers and warn other vehicles in
the vicinity [24], [25]. Abnormal driving behaviours may
include aggressive driving, speeding, distracted driving,
and drunk driving [26].
Convenience and Efficiency. Vehicles share traffic
information (e.g. speed and travel time) through V2V com-
munications. This information can be processed onboard
the vehicles as they travel, allowing them to diagnose
the congested road segments, find cost-effective alterna-
tives routes with less congested segments or lower travel
times. As a crucial part of the intelligent transportation
system (ITS), VANETs allow the vehicles to play the role
of mobile censors which continuously record the traffic
conditions, distribute the traffic flow, and thereby reduce
both congestion problems and travel times [3], [5], [27].
For instance, platoon is a collection of vehicles driving
with a lead vehicle followed by several automatically
controlled (both laterally and longitudinally) to decrease
the fuel consumption and increase vehicular safety and
driver convenience [28]. Automated platooning is be en-
abled by V2V communication. Platooning can also en-
hance the efficiency and comfort of personal transportation
and mitigate both the environmental impact and traffic
congestion. Platoons are considered to be viable solutions
for comfortable driving for commuters who travel long
distances along the motorways [29]. Connected vehicles
also simplify automated electronic toll payment thanks to
V2I communication. Toll payment can be made automat-
ically at a toll collection point by reading the onboard
vehicle information. This application is very convenient
for both the drivers and toll operators, as it produces less
congestion and reduces travel times [2]. Despite vehicles’
dynamic mobility and VANET’s rapid topology changes,
vehicular mobility patterns derive from the road networks,
traffic lights, speed limits, traffic conditions, and driving
behaviours. Active prediction applications can thus predict
the future position of a given vehicle and anticipate the
upcoming VANET topology. Such applications allow a
vehicle to adjust the speed, acceleration or deceleration
smoothly, and thereby consume the fuel efficiently [1],
[2].
Comfort and Infotainment. Comfort and infotainment
applications use vehicular services to provide drivers
and passengers with handy information, context-specific
advertisements, internet access, and multimedia access.
Through V2I communications, the driver can receive
context-aware information. Such information makes the
trip more comfortable and enjoyable by helping the driver
to plan route, refill, parking, and assist navigation [1]–
[3], [5]. Such applications include weather information,
restaurant and hotel locations, leisure and events locations,
tourist sites, available parking lots, petrol and charging
stations, route navigation information (e.g. estimated travel
time, and traffic status of each road segment) [1]. Some
vehicle manufacturers provide Internet access in vehicles
via cellular networks. Vehicles can also communicate
with each other or with RSUs using short-range wireless
communications (e.g. DSRC), allowing the passengers in
5the vehicle to access the internet [3]. Service providers can
attract customers by announcing services to the drivers
within communication range. Drivers may receive an-
nouncements regarding petrol pumps, car maintenance
and repairs, and highways restaurants as they drive. V2I
communications allow drivers to access information and
advertisement applications even in the absence of the
internet [2]. Moreover, remote vehicle diagnostic and
maintenance applications notify a driver of any safety
defect and remind him about car maintenance. The service
providers collect information from onboard vehicle sensors
via installed agents. These agents utilise the communi-
cation module onboard (e.g., 4G/LTE, 5G) to communi-
cate with remote service providers. The service providers
analyse the information and send back notifications or
reminders [6], [30].
III. CHALLENGES OF VANET APPLICATIONS
The deployment of VANET applications will face mul-
tiple challenges relating to storage, computing capabilities,
network, privacy, and security.
Data Volume, Variety and Velocity (3Vs): Connected
vehicles embed a wide variety of sensors that continu-
ously produce massive amounts of data. Cameras alone
generate 20 to 40 Mbps and a radar produces between
10 and 100 Kbps. Self-driving/autonomous cars will soon
create significantly more data than people – 3 billion
people’s data in the near future according to Intel [31]–
[33]. Nowadays, Google driverless cars each generates 6
to 8 Gbps of raw data that can shrink down to 800 Mbps
after compression and sampling [33]–[35]. The emerging
age of autonomy will exponentially increase the amount
of data from sensors. An autonomous vehicle may embed
radar with 4-6 sensors generating 0.1 - 15 Mbps per sensor,
lidar with 1-5 sensors generating 20-100 Mbps per sensor,
camera with 6-12 sensors generating 500 - 3500 Mbps per
sensor, ultrasonic with 8-16 sensors generating less than
0.01 Mbps per sensor, and vehicle motion, global navi-
gation satellite system (GNSS) and inertial measurement
unit (IMU) with <0.1 Mbps per sensor. The total sensor
bandwidth is thus between 3 Gbps (10.8 Tb/h) and 40 Gbps
(144 Tb/h) [36], [37]. Such massive data is processed and
disseminated by highly mobile devices, often with near-
real-time constraints. Besides, the volume of data increases
much faster than the onboard capabilities. For instance,
NVIDIA’s self-driving learning data collection system
adopts solid-state drive (SSD) as the external storage, up
to several Terabytes, which fills up within hours [37].
Designing specific transmission and storage strategies to
account for the large volumes of data generated by vehicles
will be crucial for the future development of VANET
applications.
Network Congestion and Intermittent Connectivity:
Most VANET safety applications (e.g., forward collision
warning, lane change warning and intersection collision
warning) rely on infrastructure-less communications (i.e.
DSRC or ITS-G5). On the other hand, numerous com-
fort and efficiency applications, for example, navigation
using Google maps, multimedia streaming and hierarchy-
based optimised urban traffic light control [38], rely on
infrastructure-based communications (e.g. Using LTE or
a combination of LTE and wired communications). In
infrastructure-less communications-based applications, the
channel load increases with the vehicle density. Thus,
potential channel congestion leads to degradation in com-
munication performance (e.g., lost messages), adversely
impacting the effectiveness of safety applications [17].
In infrastructure-based applications, the heavy usage of
infotainment, virtual and augmented reality, and online
games, especially in urban areas, consumes an integral
part of the network and generates a considerable amount
of traffic [39], [40]. Advanced driver-assistance systems
(ADASs) and autonomous vehicles (AVs) demand inten-
sive onboard computation. Meanwhile, offloading com-
putation to the cloud or the edge massively burdens
the communication networks (DSRC or 4G-LTE), which
cannot handle such volumes of data. With the advent
of 5G, the number of wireless devices will increase to
hundreds of billions. The required data rates will increase
accordingly with the development of bandwidth-hungry
applications to run on these devices [41], [42]. These
transformations of the wireless application landscape will
cause stress and heavy burden on the backhaul links [43].
Additionally, managing the connectivity among vehicles
and infrastructure is a critical challenge. Connectivity may
be intermittent due to the high mobility, unpredictable
movement patterns of vehicles, the surrounding obstacles
(e.g., buildings and trucks), the frequent network parti-
tioning, and the typically high packet losses in vehicular
networks [44], [45].
Limited Computing Resources: The addition of thou-
sands of new connected devices stresses not only the
networks but also the vehicle’s computational units.
Advanced driver-assistance systems (ADASs) and au-
tonomous vehicles (AVs) with numerous onboard sensors
will generate large amounts of data to be processed.
Therefore, ADASs and AVs demand intensive onboard
computation. However, the onboard computing units of a
vehicle cannot handle all data generated over the vehicle’s
lifetime [46]–[48]. Vision-based ADAS deploys different
types of sensors, such as cameras, lidar and radar, uses
computer vision principles, and performs object detection
and tracking (using machine learning algorithms) to ex-
tract useful information. ADAS uses this information to
provide warnings to the driver (Passive), or take over the
vehicle control to avoid an accident (Active) [47], [48].
Additionally, ensuring a holistic situational awareness of
the surrounding environment is beyond the capacity of a
single vehicle, as it requires aggregating the point of view
of multiple vehicles to recreate the scene [49], [50].
Detrimental Delay: The network overhead and latency
associated with remote cloud resources can prove detri-
mental to overall network performance. There are three
primary sources of network delay: propagation, queuing,
and transmission delay. Propagation delay depends on the
transmission medium and the physical distance between
the packet source and the destination and is constrained
by the speed of light. For example, if the source and
destination are in the same neighbourhood at a distance of
1 km, the propagation delay will be ≈ 5µsec. However,
if they are located in different countries at a distance of
612,000 km the delay reaches ≈ 58.2 msec. Queuing delay
is proportional to the number of transmitting vehicles, the
volume of data generated by each vehicle, the available
number of links, the queue’s maximum allowed length,
and service policy (e.g. critical safety or non-safety) [51].
Transmission delay depends on the number of active
vehicles, the capacity of the link, the access protocol (if
the link is shared), and the context switch in the OS
of the network devices along the route [52]. Using LTE
as a communication technology ( with data rate up to
200 Mbps [53]), the transmission of data generated by the
12 cameras of a vehicle requires 5,376K UDP packets
(3500 Mbps x 1024 x 12/8 bits), and the total latency of
the last packet will be over 10 seconds. This delay hin-
ders the offloading of the computation. Additionally, the
networking overhead and latency associated with remote
cloud resources could degrade the overall performance and
prove detrimental to road safety [46], [52], [54]. Moreover,
the traffic volume is increasing exponentially according to
user demands which heavily burden the backhaul links and
leads to even longer latency [43].
Data Heterogeneity and Lack of Contextualization:
Traffic Data comes from multiple sources (various sensors,
different manufacturers, different communication tech-
nologies and service providers). This data is both large
in scale and volume, continuous, and is often highly
dependent on time and location. The environment of
connected vehicles consists of different heterogeneous
emerging technologies collaborating in a complementary
way [55]. Vehicles exchange data with each other (V2V),
with the roadside and remote infrastructure (V2R and
V2I), and with other nearby devices, such as the personal
communication devices of pedestrians and cyclists, charg-
ing stations, and smart grids (e.g., for more sustainable
transportation) [56]. In terms of contextualization, the
current addressing schemes (i.e. unicasting, multicasting
and broadcasting) are not sufficient enough to disseminate
the information to the interested nodes because they do
not consider the contextual characteristics of the nodes
for optimising the network traffic [57]. Moreover, the
driving behavior is influenced by many environmental,
psychological, physical, and vehicle design factors. Not
using such context information leads to imprecise driving
decisions and thereby less efficiency and safety [24]. Mul-
tiple systems propose to use driver features such as speed
profile, heart rate, driver’s gaze, and breathing to analyse
the driving style and predict any potential accidents [58].
Thus, different features characterising different aspects of
different sources must be fused and utilised.
Rapid Topology Change and High mobility: The
high speed and unpredictable moving patterns of vehicles
severely constrain the serviceability, i.e., the ability to
provide computing services to the initiator vehicles [59].
VANETs require high mobility and awareness of the
location of nearby vehicles. Each vehicle should know
the correct position of other vehicles in the network at
all times to cope with emergency situations [44]. The
relative speed of the participating vehicles ranges between
dozens of kilometres per hour (vehicles in the same
direction in urban environments) and over 280 kilometres
per hour (vehicles moving in different directions or along
highways). Thus, local VANET members may join or
leave the network in a very short time, leading to rapid
and frequent topology changes [1], [45]. Besides that,
traffic congestion challenges the scalability of VANETs.
Traffic congestion is experienced due to increase in regular
traffic(i.e. rush hours), a predictable part, and to incidents,
a non-negligible unpredictable part [38]. This phenomenon
leads to large volumes of data in some urban areas
and may reveal limitations in the scalability of VANET
communication, and unreliabilities [60].
Security and Privacy Concern: VANETs demand the
vehicles and RSUs to exchange messages about real-time
traffic conditions. These messages improve the driving
experience and support driving decisions. However, such
communication in an open-access environment results in
security and privacy challenges [61]. The richer the col-
lected data, the more predatory marketing and users track-
ing become possible [62]. Moreover, as the demand for
service discovery is growing, passengers may use services
in multiple networks and create immense cyber-security
problems or privacy violations for themselves and other
network users. Cooperation between nodes is an important
aspect to deliver VANET’s applications and services, and
selfish behaviours (e.g. not forwarding messages for others
in order to save power and bandwidth or just because of
security and privacy concerns) can threaten the reliabil-
ity of communication and service delivery in vehicular
networks. Therefore, developing mechanisms to analyse
the node’s behaviour, detect selfishness and enforce node
cooperation is worthy of attention [3]. Finally, safety-
critical (e.g. accident avoidance) applications are time-
sensitive and prevent the use of security protocols with
high computational overheads and costs [63].
IV. REQUIREMENTS OF VANET APPLICATIONS
Due to the nature of vehicular networks, both safety and
non-safety applications feature strict requirements. These
requirements include:
Sufficient Network Capacity (High Bandwidth). The
new mobility services of the automotive industry put
forward unprecedented demands on network capacity due
to the extreme amount of data that must be transported
to and from highly mobile devices, often in real-time
or near-real-time. Besides onboard sensing, autonomous
vehicles can also access various cloud services to plan
and manoeuvre on public roads. Fine-grained maps, real-
time traffic information, and parking information are fun-
damental in automated driving. These automated driving
services, which require a large volume of data, are time-
varying, location-dependent, and delay-constrained [39],
[44]. As such, ensuring the safety, comfort, and efficiency
of automated driving require high network capacity both
in wireless access and within the backhaul of cellular
networks. This would meet the overwhelming content
demands with timely end-to-end delivery, and coordinate
the behaviour of autonomous vehicles/connected vehicles
reliably and efficiently through timely and reliable dissem-
ination of hazard/warning messages among vehicles [39],
[56].
Low Latency and In-time Dissemination. Crash
avoidance and reduction of potential subsequent fatalities
7Table II: The Challenges and Requirments of VANET Applications: A Summary
Application
Category
Application Challenges Requirements
Traffic
Safety
EEBL, FCW, BSW, LCW, DNPW,
IMA, CLW [18]
Detrimental Delay Low latency, Reliability
Abnormal Driving Behaviors Iden-
tification [24], [25]
Lack of Contextualization Situation and Context-awareness
Efficiency Intelligent Traffic Light [38] Network Congestion Real time (In-time Dissimination)
Trip Planning, Route Navigation
[1], [6]
Lack of Contextualization Real time, Situation and Context-awareness
Active Prediction applications [2] Rapid topology change, Lack of Con-
textualization
Situation and Context-awareness
Platooning [29] Intermittent connectivity Seamless Connectivity, Reliability
Comfort Remote Diagnostic and Mainte-
nance [30]
Security Threats and Privacy Violation Security and Privacy
Infotainment Internet Access Large Data Volume High bandwidth Network
Video and Audio Streaming, Inter-
active Games [2], [44]
Network Congestion, Intermittent con-
nectivity, Large Data Volume
Connectivity, Availability, High bandwidth, Just
In-time
All
Applications
High Mobility, Rapid topology change Scalability , Availability
Network Congestion, Intermittent con-
nectivity
Seamless Connectivity, Reliability [44]
require timely delivery of sensitive and pertinent safety
information. In-time data dissemination, streaming and
analysis are fundamental functions for future vehicular
services and real-time applications [44]. Safety applica-
tions cannot tolerate high latency and message losses. As
such, these applications have strict requirements on latency
and communication reliability. Non-critical applications
may present less rigid latency and reliability requirements.
For instance, traffic efficiency applications provide driver-
assistance systems with traffic state and patterns. In this
context, the delay can be longer, and some data losses are
acceptable with some degree of graceful degradation [60].
Reliability and Scalability. Vehicles feature high and
dynamic mobility, leading to rapid topology changes in
VANETs, and thereby the unbalanced distribution of the
traffic and congestion in some regions (e.g. road segments,
intersections). Therefore, VANET-based applications must
scale with traffic flow and the incurred channel bandwidth
usage [5]. As the vehicle density increases the channel load
also increases. High vehicle densities, especially in urban
areas, cause channel congestion, leading to a degradation
of the communication performance (significant message
loss and reduced message throughput) [17], [64]. There-
fore, the scalability of VANETs communication system
is an essential requirement for all VANETs applications.
Reliability, on the other hand, is a critical requirement,
especially for safety applications.
Connectivity and Availability. Vehicles must maintain
continuous, uninterrupted and highly available communi-
cation among each other and with RSUs. VANET com-
munication systems must provide seamless data connec-
tivity and high availability. It has to adapt or change the
communication technology according to the application re-
quirements and the surrounding environment. This feature
provides the system with the capability to overcome the
transmission failures and meet the application’s QoS [44],
[65].
Situation and Context-awareness. Context-aware mo-
bility is the ability to dynamically capture and use the
surrounding contextual information of the vehicle to im-
prove the performance of the system. The relative and
absolute locations are the most critical context information
in ubiquitous systems like VANETs, as they are ubiquitous
systems with highly mobile participants. Context-aware
data processing allows VANET systems to deliver valid
information by disseminating the pertinent information
to the right participant in the right place at the right
time [49], [57]. For instance, active prediction applica-
tions require fusing context-related data (e.g. speed limit,
road occupancy, road capacity, traffic light and weather
information) [2].
Intelligence and Sustainability. Integrating emerging
technologies with transportation systems provides traffic
participants with the capacity to make smart decisions.
Context-awareness is a crucial factor in any ubiquitous
system and provides intelligence to the system. This intel-
ligence may decide, for example, to adapt the frequency
of basic safety messages (BSMs) according to traffic
flow, change to or use another communication technology
(e.g., LTE, 5G) to run multimedia streaming applications
and maintain a specific level of QoS without adversely
affecting the performance of road safety applications [55].
V. COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Vehicles and road side infrastructure use multiple wire-
less technologies to communicate. The most promising
wireless communication technologies can be classified
into short-range communications such as dedicated short-
range communication (the U.S. and Asia standard) or ITS-
G5 (the European standard), and long-range communica-
8tions including long term evolution (LTE) and 5G. These
technologies vary according to their range, capacity, and
communication latency. Each technology is thus suitable
for a specific class of applications.
A. Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC)
DSRC is the U.S. standard to form vehicular ad-hoc
networks (VANETs) through vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and
infrastructure-to-vehicle (V2I) communications. DSRC
seeks to enable collision prevention applications, that
depend on periodic data exchanges among vehicles, and
between vehicles and roadside infrastructure. DSRC ad-
dresses the needs of active safety applications such as high
secure, low latency, and high-speed direct communication
between entities, without involving a centralized network
infrastructure [23]. The U.S. Federal Communications
Commission has allocated 75 MHz of licensed spectrum
in the 5.9 GHz band for DSRC communication to be
used exclusively for V2V and V2I communications. DSRC
communication relies on interoperability between stan-
dards among devices from different manufacturers. At the
physical and medium access control layers, DSRC utilizes
IEEE 802.11p WAVE [66], a derivative of the IEEE 802.11
(WiFi) standard. In data link, network, and transport lay-
ers, DSRC employs a family of IEEE 1609 standards: the
IEEE 1609.2 [67], 1609.3 [68], and 1609.4 [69] standards
for security, network services (including the WAVE short
message protocol - WSMP) and multi-channel operation.
WSMP is a bandwidth-efficient protocol used for ex-
changing single-hop messages and non-routed data, like
those upon which collision prevention applications are
based. Since 1-hop transmission does not require routing,
IEEE 1609 WG defines a new network and transmission
layer to avoid the overheads associated with IPv6/UDP (a
minimum of 52 bytes of headers). WSMP sends packets
referred to as WAVE short messages (WSMs). WSM’s
headers are a minimum of 5 bytes, and a maximum
of 20 bytes with options and extensions. To operate in
a rapidly varying environment (WAVE) and exchange
messages, IEEE 802.11p is used in conjunction with the
family of IEEE 1609 standards. Vehicles operate in a
rapidly varying environment and exchange messages either
without having to join a basic service set (BSS) or within
a WAVE BSS. The IEEE 1609 family defines the upper
layer standards, which include IEEE 1609.2, 1609.3, and
1609.4 standards for security, network services and multi-
channel operation [23], [70]. DSRC-based V2V and V2I
communications require system, hardware and software
installation on both the vehicles and the infrastructure.
Manufacturers have already started to produce integrated
solutions. For instance, Unex2 produces the OBU-201U
DSRC V2X On-Board Unit, featuring the IEEE 1609.x
protocol stack that can be installed on connected vehicles,
and the RSU-101U DSRC V2X Roadside Communication
Unit, for road infrastructure [71]. Each DSRC-equipped
vehicle broadcasts its basic state information, including
location, speed, and acceleration, several times per sec-
ond over a range of a few hundred meters. Each vehi-
cle also receives this information from DSRC-equipped
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neighbouring vehicles. Due to the dedicated nature of
the spectrum band and the low latency configuration of
the communications technologies, safety-critical alerts and
warnings can be provided to drivers in-time to avoid a
crash. DSRC-based V2V communication can address up
to 82% of all crashes in the United States [23], [72].
Vehicles exchange messages periodically containing status
information, which are called cooperative awareness mes-
sages (CAMs). CAMs are used by any involved vehicles
to update and maintain their local dynamic map (LDM).
This information includes primary status attributes such
as time-stamped positions, velocities, moving directions,
and headings to support awareness while driving. LDM
allows the vehicle to track the surrounding traffic situation
by analyzing vehicle trajectories and recognizing traffic
patterns. In urban areas, however, the rising rates of
vehicles on the road increases the CAM penetration rates
exponentially. As a result, CAMs can fill the radio channel
in the presence of moderate and high penetration rates in
the future to such an extent that the available transmission
capacity might not suffice to deliver all CAMs on time.
Besides, a vehicle requires either hardware with sufficient
processing power for the increasing CAM rates, or a CAM
pre-selection algorithm that ensures that only most impor-
tant CAMs are processed by the hardware [73], [74]. Some
of the intelligent transportation system (ITS) applications
(e.g. traffic safety applications) have to deliver safety
messages to potentially all vehicles in a specific geograph-
ical area. Such applications aim to reduce the frequency
and severity of vehicle collisions, property damage, and
human casualties; therefore, they require a strict round trip
latency, broadcast frequency, and packet error rate [75].
According to the ETSI, cooperative collision avoidance
requires a guaranteed maximum latency time of 50ms and
minimum frequency of 10Hz to broadcast pre-crash state
in CAM associated with direct V2V communication [76].
B. ETSI ITS-G5, the European Standard
ITS-G5 is a wireless short-range communication tech-
nology dedicated to automotive ITS and road transport and
traffic telematics. ITS-G5 is the European standard derived
from WAVE and adapted to European requirements, using
the 5.9 GHz frequency band in Europe for road safety and
traffic efficiency applications. This standard is developed
by the European telecommunications standards institute
(ETSI) to guarantee interoperability among communica-
tion devices from different manufacturers. Similarly to
DSRC, it carries V2V and V2I in an ad-hoc fashion.
They are, however, different only in the way they ac-
cess the channel and address its usage [77], [78]. The
ITS G5 approach includes a model consisting of state
machines and different tunable parameters to control the
medium access of all nodes. ITS-G5 standard adds features
for decentralized congestion control (DCC) methods to
control the network load [78], [79]. Similar to DSRC
communications, ITS-G5-based V2V and V2I communi-
cations require system, hardware, and software installation
on both the vehicle and the road infrastructure. Man-
ufacturers are developing ITS-G5 devices equivalent to
DSRC devices. For instance, ITS-G5 Car2X onboard unit,
9ETSI TC-ITS protocol stack Model No. OBU-201E can be
installed on each vehicle, while ITS-G5 Car2X roadside
communication unit, ETSI TC-ITS protocol stack Model
No. RSU-101E can be installed on each road infrastruc-
ture [71]. While the U.S. IEEE 1609 specifies WSMP as
the most bandwidth-efficient routing protocol to exchange
single-hop messages, WAVE short messages (WSMs), the
ETSI GeoNetworking standards specify an ad-hoc routing
protocol for single and multihop communication with
geographical addressing. Furthermore, U.S. DSRC largely
relies on the basic safety message (BSM) for collision
avoidance applications, while the European C-ITS uses
several safety message types, including CAM for periodic
and DENM for event-driven safety information. European
ITS-G5 standards have been implemented, tested, and
validated on a large scale through field operational tests
across Europe (DRIVE C2X, SIM-TD, and SCORE@F).
This process has validated the maturity of the standards
and assessed the impact of C-ITS on safety and traffic
efficiency [77].
C. Long Term Evolution (LTE)
The long term evolution (LTE) standard is developed
by the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project 3) for
mobile communications. The LTE system infrastructure
comprises the Core Network, also known as the evolved
packet core (EPC), and the access network, referred to
as the evolved universal terrestrial radio access network
(E-UTRAN). EPC is responsible for the overall control
of the user equipment (called UE) and the establishment
of the bearers. It includes 1) Packet data network (PDN)
gateway (P-GW), 2) Serving gateway (S-GW), 3) Mobility
management entity (MME), 4) Home subscriber server
(HSS), 4) Policy control and charging rules function
(PCRF). E-UTRAN is simply a network of base stations
(evolved NodeB or eNB), generating a flat infrastructure.
eNBs are dynamic and mobility-aware enough to speed
up the connection set-up and reduce the time required
for handover. MME is the central control unit for the
LTE access network. It authenticates and authorizes user
equipment (UE), manages its access network and mobility,
and establishes the UE’s bearer path. LTE addresses the
requirements for a new access network with high spectral
efficiency, high peak data rates, short round trip time, as
well as flexibility in frequency and bandwidth. For safety
and real-time applications, the connection set-up time is
crucial. Similarly, the handover time is essential for real-
time services, as end-users tend to unsubscribe to services
if they did not address the QoS [80].
As a use case of road safety, Figure 2 illustrates accident
notification dissemination over the LTE architecture. A
vehicle involved in an accident or a driver who witnessed
the accident sends a notification to the local eNB.
The eNB delivers the notification data packet via the
radio bearer to the S-GW, which, in turn, forwards
the notification to the P-GW. The P-GW provides an
entry point of notification to the service provider (i.e.,
dedicated servers to collect information or notifications
and disseminate them to the subscribed group). The
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broadcast multicast service center (BM-SC) is located in
the core network, functioning as the interface between
the distribution and the service provider, in support of
the evolved multimedia broadcast multicast services
(eMBMS). The BM-SC transmits the notification as
broadcast/multicast content through the eMBMS gateway
(MBMS-GW) to the eNBs using IP multicast and then
to the subscribed vehicles in each eNB’s cell. In addition
to the traditional unicast transmission of information,
the eMBMS provides cellular communication with the
capability of transporting the same content to all the users
(Broadcast), or a predetermined set of users (drivers,
passengers, or other users) in a cell (Multicast) using
a single eNB [81], or in adjacent cells using multiple
eNBs, i.e., a multimedia broadcast multicast service
single frequency network (MBSFN).
MBMS Single Frequency Network (MBSFN). MBSFN
transmission is a simulcast transmission technique realized
by the transmission of identical waveforms from multiple
cells at the same time [82]. In the case of Unicast
transmission, the information, i.e., warnings for safety
applications or media in infotainment applications (e.g.,
video or audio streaming, internet access), is transported
from the service providers to the users (i.e. vehicles,
drivers or passengers) on a dedicated radio and core
network link. There are as many bidirectional links as
there are end-user devices. However, the bandwidth usage
of the links is upper bounded by the capacity of the
smallest physical link between the service provider and
the vehicle at a specific time, i.e. according to the capacity
constraint rule. A growing violation of this rule over time
causes network congestion and thereby decreases QoS
due to increased latency. In the case of Broadcast trans-
mission, the information is transported from the service
providers to the vehicles on a single unidirectional link
shared by several users in one radio cell, and any user
can receive the broadcast service. For premium content,
multicast forwards the information to users who have al-
ready subscribed to a particular service [83]. eMBMS has
dramatically enhanced user experience and significantly
provided system spectral efficiency in terms of resource
consumption over the traditional cellular unicasting mode,
implying a substantial reduction of the delivery costs [84].
Despite the number of receivers in the same cell, data is
only transmitted once in each cell. MBSFN transmission
mode further improves the spectral efficiency. MBSFN
transmission appears to the receiver as a transmission from
a single large cell, significantly increasing the signal-to-
interference ratio (SIR) due to the absence of inter-cell
interference [85].
The reliable transmission of information in vehicu-
lar emergencies will be an important use case in next-
generation ITS services. Municipalities can invest in,
install and switch on dedicated base stations to ensure
that drivers have the information they need to make
safe decisions in or near an accident. Municipality-owned
base stations form a single frequency network (SFN) in
emergencies. As such, multiple neighbouring base stations
(forming an SFN) broadcast the same point to multipoint
(P2M) data streams synchronously. This technique elimi-
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Figure 2: ITS over LTE cellular networks. Broadcast delivery of an accident warning using LTE evolved Multimedia
Broadcast Multicast Services (eMBMS).
nates the subsequent congestions and ensures the safety
of other approaching drivers [86]. The 3GPP launched
eMBMS-over-LTE to support new services, e.g., pushed
content for machine to machine (M2M) services and
delivery of premium content to the users with a secured
quality of service in defined areas. The eMBMS improves
performance by providing higher and more flexible LTE
bit rates, single frequency network operations, and carrier
configuration flexibility. The eMBMS also allows LTE
networks and backhaul offloading [83], [87]. In addition to
accident notification scenarios, services and ITS providers
can harness eMBMS features to manage and coordinate
the traffic flow efficiently, and provide cooperative naviga-
tion services to the drivers. ITS and service providers can
deploy mini-data centres connected through a high-speed
network to the EPC. Efficiency applications collecting data
include contextual and location-based information related
to the vehicles and other ITS entities, e.g. RSUs. Once
the information is processed and meaningful information
is extracted, it can be transmitted to the drivers, notifying
them of the congested areas along their routes, proposing
alternative sub-routes, or providing augmented reality-
based navigation instructions. The information is trans-
mitted through BM-SC and MBMS-GW to the involved
eNBs, that then forwarded to the drivers in their cells.
eMBMS and MBSFN seem to be potential solutions
to address the scalability requirements and overcome
the elevated costs of resource consumption and channel
congestion experienced in dense urban areas, especially
with the growing number of vehicles and the tendency to
install and use ITS and VANET applications [84]. There-
fore, the consensus is to leverage the strengths of LTE
(high capacity, wide-coverage, high penetration) to address
the well-known drawbacks of 802.11p (poor scalability,
low capacity, intermittent connectivity) [60]. Moreover,
LTE is expected to play a critical role in overcoming
situations where 802.11p is not supported. For instance,
scenarios where no 802.11p-equipped vehicle is within
the transmission range or 802.11p-based communications
are hindered by non-line-of-sight conditions. Conditions
such as obstructions significantly limit the application
of 802.11p. The wide LTE coverage allows the reliable
dissemination of safety messages over large areas. This
is particularly adapted to event-triggered safety messages,
with the advantages of system scalability and congestion-
free dissemination. Moreover, the channel congestion ex-
perienced in dense scenarios and its decentralized ad-hoc
nature is motivating the usage of cellular networks as
alternatives to exchange ITS messages [60]. Data are col-
lected from vehicles directly (unicast), by using onboard
LTE radio modules and then disseminated through an LTE
network to the vehicles in an area of interest (unicast or
eMBMS). Both unicast and eMBMS modes require an
ITS back-end server to receive messages from the vehicle.
The roadside infrastructure processes the information and
redistributes it to the vehicles and RSUs. Unicast delivery
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requires extensive processing in the ITS server to select
the receivers of each message, reducing the processing
requirements in the vehicle. In contrast, eMBMS delivery
shifts the computation burden to the OBUs and RSUs,
resulting in distributed computations over ITS entities.
There are two types of safety messages standards: cooper-
ative awareness messages (CAMs) for periodic messages,
and decentralized environmental notification messages
(DENMs) for event-driven messages. DENMs are event-
triggered short messages which alert drivers of a hazardous
event. Figure 2 illustrates a hazardous event scenario. The
broadcast delivery modes of a DENM over eMBMS of
LTE cellular networks can be used exclusively on the
downlink; the vehicles belonging to the broadcast area
are thus notified collectively rather than individually [84],
[88], [89]. LTE networks have a nominal latency of about
50 ms with high variations in delay within the same radio
access type. This delay can reach up to several seconds
for moving vehicles. This variation in latency due to
handovers, radio state transitions, and retransmissions at
the link and physical layers [90] challenge the capability
of LTE to address the very stringent delay requirements
of emergencies. According to the field experiments of
vehicular communication performance conducted by Xu et
al [64], LTE is preferable for non-safety applications, such
as traffic information transmission, file download, Internet
accessing, or multimedia streaming. These applications do
not necessarily require high-speed real-time communica-
tion, whereas ETSI ITS-G5 and DSRC technologies out-
perform LTE for latency-sensitive applications and safety
applications.
D. Fifth Generation Cellular Network (5G)
The international telecommunication union (ITU 4) en-
visioned the capabilities of future mobile networks within
the international mobile telecommunications-2020 (IMT-
2020) standard. The recommendation ITU-R M.2083 [91]
– IMT Vision – defines the capabilities of IMT-2020 to
achieve more flexibility, reliability and security when pro-
viding various services in the intended three usage scenar-
ios, including enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), ultra-
reliable and low-latency communications (uRLLC), and
massive machine-type communications (mMTC). With
these recommendations, requirements, and use-cases, ITU
sets the guidelines for 3GPP to create and maintain the
technical standards for 5G technologies. The key capabil-
ities of IMT-2020 [92] are:
1) Peak data rate: Maximum achievable data rate under
ideal conditions per ITS entity (in bps). Downlink
peak data rate of 20 Gbps and uplink peak data rate
of 10 Gbps.
2) User experienced data rate: Minimum achievable
data rate for a user in a real network environment (in
bps). Downlink user experienced data rates of 100
Mbps and uplink user experienced data rates of 50
Mbps.
3) Latency: The time from when the first bit of a packet
leaves the transmitter until the last bit of the packet
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is received (in ms). 4 ms for eMBB and 1 ms for
uRLLC.
4) Mobility: The maximum relative speed between ITS
entities at which a defined QoS is achievable (in
km/h). Stationary: 0 km/h, Pedestrian: 0 km/h to 10
km/h, Vehicular: 10 km/h to 120 km/h, High speed
Vehicular (e.g. high speed train): 120 km/h to 500
km/h,
5) Connection density: Total number of connected de-
vices per unit area (in km2), optimally 1 million
devices per km2.
6) Spectrum efficiency: Average data throughput per
unit of spectrum resource and cell (bps/Hz), with
downlink peak spectral efficiency of 30 bps per Hz
and uplink peak spectral efficiency of 15 bps per Hz.
7) Area traffic capacity: Total traffic throughput served
per geographic area (in Mbps per m2), optimally 10
Mbps per m2,
8) Other parameters: Energy efficiency, reliability,
control plane latency, and mobility interruption time.
IMT-2020 will enhance the performance of mobile
telecommunications by increasing both peak and user
experienced data rate, enhanced spectrum efficiency,
reduced latency and enhanced mobility support.
Figure 3 illustrates these capabilities listed in table III and
the enhancements compared to IMT-Advanced [92], [93].
Table III: The key capabilities of IMT-Advanced and IMT-
2020 as requirements of 4G and 5G respectively [91], [92],
[94].
IMT Capability IMT-Advanced IMT-2020
⇒ LTE ⇒ 5G
Peak Data Rate (DL) 1 Gbps 20 Gbps
Peak Data Rate (UL) 500 Mbps 10 Gbps
User experienced 10 Mbps 100 Mbps
data rate (DL)
Peak Spectral 15 bps/Hz 30 bps/Hz
Efficiency (DL)
Peak Spectral 6.75 bps/Hz 15 bps/Hz
Efficiency (UL)
Mobility Up to 350 km/h Up to 500 km/h
Latency for eMBB - 4 ms
Latency for uRLLC 10 ms 1 ms
Area traffic capacity 0.1 Mbps per m2 10 Mbps per m2
Connection density 100 K devices 1 M devices
per km2 per km2
The 5G network use cases come from matching ve-
hicular communications and applications to IMT-2020
use-cases: eMBB, uRLLC and mMTC. Passengers may
watch an HD movie while the driver is using augmented
reality applications to detect road hazards with real-time
and visually interactive navigation. The eMBB use case
can serve this purpose and represent the infotainment
application class. Figure 4a illustrates the importance level
(Low, Medium, or High) for the key capabilities of 5G
to assimilate such applications. The critical safety and
time-sensitive applications of connected vehicles (e.g.,
EEBL, FCW, BSW, LCW, IMA, DNP and CLW) are
examples of uRLLC use cases, featuring stringent require-
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Figure 3: The key capabilities of IMT-Advanced and IMT-
2020 as indicators/requirements of 4G and 5G respec-
tively [91], [92], [94].
ments for reliability, latency, and continuous, seamless
connectivity [95]. Figure 4b illustrates the importance
level (Low, Medium, or High) of the core capabilities
of 5G to address critical safety applications. Autonomous
driving (AD) requires ultra-high reliability, low latency,
and high bandwidth, a combination of uRLLC and eMBB
use cases. Figure 4c illustrates the importance level for the
key capabilities of 5G to address AD requirements. As
stated in Section IV, efficiency and traffic management
applications are more resilient and less dependent on
latency and reliability compared to safety applications.
Figure 4d illustrates the importance level for each 5G KPI
to serve these applications. Overall, Figure 4 illustrates
the importance level (Low, Medium, or High) of the key
capabilities of 5G to address the use cases of vehicular
network applications.
The advent of the fifth-generation (5G) of wireless
cellular networks introduces a plethora of innovative ap-
plications that require ultra-reliable low-latency commu-
nication. 5G is expected to carry hundreds of times more
traffic with much shorter delays compared to LTE. 5G
leverages the capability of DSRC and 4G-LTE along with
a 1,000-fold capacity increase. It ensures interoperability
with earlier communications systems and delivers the
desired performance for vehicular communications. Be-
sides, 5G integrates many existing communications and
telecommunication systems - 3G, 4G, WiFi variants, Zig-
Bee, Bluetooth and unlicensed spectrum. This integration
provides vehicular networks with flexible and seamless
connectivity, allowing vehicles, drivers, passengers and
pedestrians to connect with the most suitable network for
the selected application. The ultimate goal is to provide
seamless connectivity to the network, given the appli-
cation [99]. Software-defined networks (SDN), network
function virtualization (NFV) and multiaccess edge com-
puting (MEC) are accelerating the ongoing migration of
intelligence closer to the users. These paradigms are the
building blocks of the network softwarization happening
in mobile networks [100]. In the future, network func-
tions and services will be virtualized software processes
executed on distributed horizontal platforms mainly made
of standard hardware resources. Network softwarization is
dramatically impacting the information and communica-
tion technology (ICT) industries [101], [102]. The 5G ar-
chitecture utilizes proximity information, network slicing
techniques, network softwarization, and millimetre-wave
communications to provide a platform that integrates,
augments and co-exists with the available communication
and computation technologies [95], [102]. Network densi-
fication (small cells), allocation of new spectrum at higher
frequencies, and the increases in spectral efficiency are the
fundamental mechanisms to cope with the traffic explosion
and result into a 1,000-fold capacity increase in wire-
less communications systems [99]. First, heterogeneous
networks (HetNet) and multi-tier networks (i.e., macro,
pico, micro and small cells), improve the area spectral
efficiency. HetNets allow spatial densification [103], by
permitting home users to purchase small cell base stations
and install them in indoor environments where the received
signal is weak, and thereby increase user capacity and
achieve broader coverage. Second, using the millimetre
Wave spectrum [104] not only increases the bandwidth
but also makes better use of unlicensed WiFi spectrum in
the 5-GHz band. Third, massive multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) antenna technology [105] increases the
spectral efficiency to support more bits per second/Hz per
node [42]. Finally, V2X association with MEC provides
cache modules to save recent and popular contents (for
entertainment applications) and brings processing closer
to the end-user, thus, improving the QoS and decreasing
the latency.
Figure 5 illustrates the integration of millimetre wave,
with MIMO installed on the next-generation network node
base station (gNodeB), and spatial densification (using
small cells) to improve the network capacity and coverage.
As an example of spatial densification, an organizer may
buy a small cell station to connect parking vehicles to a
macro cell, utilizing a parking lot like a mini data centre.
The figure also shows the three main components of the
Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) architecture of 5G
system - a centralized baseband unit (BBU) pool, remote
radio head (RRH) networks, and transport network or the
fronthaul. The BBU pool is co-located with the Central
Office and functions as a cloud. BBUs are responsible for
processing resources and dynamically allocating them to
RRUs based on the current network needs. The fronthaul
is the connection layer between a BBU and a set of RRUs,
that uses optical fibre communication, or millimetre wave
(mmWave) communication. These technologies provide
high-bandwidth links to handle the requirements of mul-
tiple RRHs. Centralizing the BBU pool hardware signifi-
cantly reduces energy consumption and maintenance costs
(CAPEX/OPEX), mitigates co-tier interference (between
small cells) and cross-tier interference (between the small
cells and macrocells), supports multi-radio access technol-
ogy (Multi-RAT) features and seamlessly integrates new
radio access technologies (e.g., millimetre waves) with
existing ones (inter-technology compatibility). However,
BBUs hardware centralization and pooling, and network
softwarization should co-exist and function to achieve
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(d) Efficiency and traffic management applications.
Figure 4: The importance levels (High, Medium, Low) of the key capabilities in the different classes of vehicular
networks applications.
these features.
Network Cloudification - Cloud-based radio access
networks (C-RANs). Similar to provisioning data centres’
resources in cloud computing, 5G operators can provision
the common physical network infrastructure as logical
and virtual resources through network slicing. SDN, NFV,
and MEC are key enablers of network slicing in so-
called network softwarization. Network slicing will be
used interchangeably with network cloudification, network
softwarization and Cloud-based radio access networks (C-
RANs) in this context. Network softwarization will be an
advantage for the many new services enabled by 5G in
various vehicular applications, such as augmented reality,
crash avoidance, and autonomous driving. Autonomous
driving is the most challenging 5G use-case since it de-
mands ultra-low latency, ultra-high reliability and 99.99%
or higher availability [98]. As shown in Figure 3, these de-
mands are beyond the capabilities of current 4G systems,
and cannot be fully satisfied using LTE or LTE-Advanced.
The V2X communication ecosystem drives ICT players to
respond to these demands and address the requirements of
the ecosystem.
Network slicing allows an operator to flexibly provide
dedicated logical networks with customer-specific (virtu-
alized) functionalities over a common physical infrastruc-
ture [102]. Network slicing requires a high degree of flex-
ibility and programmability that can be implemented by
leveraging the emerging SDN, NFV, and MEC technolo-
gies, to achieve simplified orchestration, better resource
utilization and cost-efficiency. At the 5G core network, the
user plane function (UPF) unifies the Serving Gateway (S-
GW) and Packet data network Gateway (P-GW) elements.
Figure 6 illustrates the orchestration and architecture of
C-RANs to achieve network slicing. Network slicing
provides logically separated network slices consisting of
network elements dedicated to each slice [110]. According
to 3GPP, a vehicle can support up to eight different slices
with a common access and mobility management func-
tion (AMF), and a separate session management function
(SMF) and UPF per slice [98]. Figure 6 illustrates network
slicing for the three possible V2X use cases. In the figure,
a vehicle has two logical network slices, the first slice for
autonomous driving which is an instance of a network slice
for a uRLLC use case. This slice utilizes edge computing
to ensure low latency. The second slice for video streaming
is an instance of network slice for an eMBB use case, that
utilizes MEC caching to ensure realtime delivery. Safety
application and augmented reality are other instances of
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Figure 5: 5G characteristics improving the V2X ecosystem. Using base band unit (BBU) pool, remote radio head (RRH)
and digital radio over fiber (D-RoF) to achieve cloud radio access network. Utilization of multiple input multiple output
(MIMO) and small cells to improve the coverage and network capacity, and multiaccess edge computing (MEC) to
decrease the end-to-end latency [95]–[97]. Parking cars connected to a small cell forming a VCC.
uRLLC and eMBB use cases, respectively. The third slice
is for communication onboard a train which is an instance
of a network slice for mMTC use case. This slice is used
to send data to the core and the data network.
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for 5G-based
V2X use cases. Each V2X use case and application has
precise technical requirements defined using key perfor-
mance indicators (KPIs). According to 5G Automotive
Vision [106], the technical requirements are:
• End-to-end latency (ms),
• Reliability (10−x): Maximum tolerable packet loss
rate,
• Data rate (Mbit/s),
• Communication range (m): Maximum distance be-
tween the source and destination of 5G communi-
cation,
• Node mobility (km/h): Maximum relative speed,
• Network density (vehicles/km2): Maximum number
of vehicles per unit area,
• Positioning accuracy (cm): Maximum tolerated posi-
tioning error,
• Security: Specific security features required by the
application.
KPIs for automated driving (AD) varies depending on the
V2X AD use cases, for instance, KPIs for Automated
Overtaking, High-Density Platooning and cooperative Col-
lision Avoidance involve a latency of 10 ms, reliability
of 10−5 and a tolerated positioning error of up to 30cm.
KPIs of Bird’s Eye View are data rate of 40 Mbps and a
positioning error lower than 50 cm. The available data rate
is a critical KPI as many cases of environment perception
depend on data from other vehicles’ sensors, for instance,
detecting pedestrians hidden behind an intersection. This
data stream must be delivered to the target vehicle with
very low latency to allow real-time perception. KPIs can
be closely correlated. For instance, the node mobility
correlates positively with the communication range, and
the vehicle density correlates negatively with the offered
load per vehicle. V2X’s KPIs must be defined under the
physical conditions and not based on ideal conditions. For
instance, for two vehicles travelling in the same direction
at the same speed in very light traffic conditions, it is
particularly easy to achieve V2X communication with a
latency of 10 ms and 99.999% reliability when vehicles are
10 meters away. On the other hand, it is very challenging
to attain such KPIs if the vehicles are moving on a
crowded highway in opposite directions, and are 500
meters away from each other. 5G Automotive Vision [106]
defines three different conditions: urban, suburban, and
highway. The KPIs of latency and reliability should be
addressed under the following conditions - Vehicle density,
relative velocity, communication range (m), Offered load
(average/peak)- 1000-3000 (vehicles/km2), 0-100 (km/h),
50-100 (m), and 1.0/10 (Mbps/vehicle) for Urban scenario,
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Figure 6: 5G Network Slicing using Network Functions (NFs). NFs contain Access and Mobility Management Function
(AMF), Authentication Server Function (AUSF), Unified Data Management (UDM), Session Management Function
(SMF), Application Function (AF), and Policy Control Function (PCF) [95]. A car has 2 network slices, a uRLLC
slice to support road safety or autonomous driving, and an eMBB slice for video streaming or augmented reality. A
train has an mMTC slice to assimilate the massive smartphones of the passengers [98].
500-1000 (vehicles/km2), 0-200 (km/h), 100-200 (m), and
0.5/10(Mbps/vehicle) for Suburban scenario, and 100-
500 (vehicles/km2), 0-500 (km/h), 200-1000 (m), 1/10
(Mbps/vehicle) for Highway scenario.
E. Other Wireless Technologies
Although numerous wireless communication technolo-
gies currently exist, only a few can meet the strict re-
quirements of vehicular applications. WiFi presents long
association times. 802.15.4 has both a low data rate and
small area coverage. Bluetooth also has a very short
range (up to 10 meters). Ultra-wideband (UWB) has a
strong potential for interference between communication
sources and a high probability of generating false or
irrelevant information. These technologies are therefore
inappropriate candidates for vehicular communications,
and manufacturers have been slow to make an appearance
on the market [111], [112].
Wi-Fi Direct, initially called Wi-Fi P2P, builds upon
the Wi-Fi infrastructure mode to enable single-hop direct
device-to-device connectivity. Wi-Fi Direct-certified
devices can exchange information directly with each
other, eliminating the need for an AP. A Wi-Fi Direct
application installed on the smartphones of vehicles drivers
could exchange important safety messages, similarly to
a DSRC system, and warn drivers ahead of time to
prevent accidents. This technology, however, is incapable
of addressing the requirements of safety applications for
multiple reasons, 1) Wi-Fi Direct devices form a group
through a Wi-Fi Direct-certified device as a Group Owner
(GO) to acts as an access point. 2) The expected group
formation delay is ≥ 4 seconds. 3) Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
connections are formed between Wi-Fi Direct devices to
exchange safety information; therefore, with more devices
in a Wi-Fi Direct group, the congestion in the network
increases due to unnecessary retransmissions through the
group owner [113], [114]. 4) The association time is
≈2 seconds [115]. 5) Smartphones have limited resources.
Summary and Take-Away Message. Overall, only
broadband communication such as LTE or 5G, and
vehicular-specific protocols (DSRC, ITS-G5) can meet
the strict requirements of vehicular networks. Network
cloudification and spatial densification align with utilizing
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Table IV: Potential VANET Communication Technologies and their features [106].
Requirement DSRC / ITS-G5 3GPP LTE 3GPP 5G
Availability Everywhere Only when in coverage Everywhere
Reasons (Ad-hoc nature) - (Small Cells Extension & Sidelink)
Solutions - Proximity Services (ProSe) [106] -
Spectral Efficiency Very Low High Very High
Reasons Performance degrades under high load eMBMS, MBSFN [82], [85], MIMO Densification, Slicing, MIMO
Range Low to medium Long Low to Very Long
Reasons 250- 350 m on highways, 80 m in urban Typical macro-cell coverage Sidelink, Small and Macro Cell
QoS Partially Guaranteed Partially Guaranteed Fully Guaranteed
Active Safety e.g. Yes, Guaranteed No Yes
EEBL,FCW,BSW,
LCW,DNPW,
IMA,CLW
(Using V2V and Vehicle Positioning) (High latency, Centralized) (Ultra-low latency & support mMTC)
Latency Ultra-low (1-hop) Down to 10 ms for uRLLC Down to 1 ms for uRLLC
(Theoretical [91]) Down to 4 ms for eMBB
(Practice [64]) < 10 ms > 100 ms Not Available
Capacity for Enter-
tainment
Not Guaranteed Yes, To some extent Yes, Supports eMBB [91]
Reasons Low Bandwidth - High Bandwidth (MIMO, mmWave, HetNet)
Reliability No Yes Ultra-Reliable
Reasons Depending on network load, - Supports uRLLC [91]
range, relative speed and weather [107]
Scalability Low Medium High
Reasons Degrades in moderate traffic - Supports mMTC [91]
and fail in dense [107]
Solutions Decentralized Congestion Control [108]
Mobility
(Theoretical) Up to 250 km/h [109] Up to 350 km/h [91] Up to 500 km/h [91]
(Practice) Up to 250 km/h [109] Up to 140 km/h [64], [109] Not Available
Bandwidth
(MHz) [53]
Up to 75 100 800
MIMO and MEC make 5G the most promising technology
to address all V2X use cases. The vehicular system must
feature seamless connectivity and cognitive communica-
tion capabilities. It can use one or more communication
technologies according to the running applications. For the
sake of the best usage of the bands and spectral efficiency,
we believe that short-range communication technologies
(DSRC, ITS-G5) are the best candidates for active road
safety and safety applications that require cooperation and
direct communications. Broadband communication (LTE
or 5G) are the best candidates for long-term safety, info-
tainment and comfort applications. We also urge decision-
makers to utilize broadcasting technologies (MBMS, MB-
SFN) for disseminating hazard warnings. Municipalities
should also adopt and support the deployment of broad-
cast technologies (MBMS, MBSFN) on a large scale for
emergencies.
VI. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Remote/centralized computing resources are important
for the ITS system, either to provide aggregation/fusion
of information from different ITS entities (to provide a
holistic view) [49], or to run complex applications to
make them accessible regardless of the processing power
and storage capabilities of the vehicles. Traffic manage-
ment, emergency management, fleet management, and
Intelligent navigation (e.g. augmented reality displayed
on the windshield) are complex applications that require
relocation of complex tasks to centralized compute and
storage resources [106]. These resources can be remote
data centres (dedicated cloud computing resources), or
intermediate nodes on the route between the vehicle and
the remote cloud (e.g., edge servers, or fog computing
nodes).
A. Cloud Computing
The NIST (American National Institute of Standards
and Technology) defines cloud computing as a model
for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, and on-demand net-
work access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications,
and services). These resources can be rapidly provisioned
and released with minimal management effort or service
provider interaction [10]. Over the past decade, cloud
computing has been the de-facto solution for the storage
and computation of data at large scales [116]. Cloud-based
frameworks have been the default paradigm for offloading
vehicular computationally intensive tasks by distribut-
ing the computation between remote clouds and vehicle
computation units. For instance, Toyota’s connected car
architecture is powered by Microsoft Azure HDInsight
to process millions of events a day. Toyota provides its
vehicles with a data communication module (DCM). DCM
transmits the vehicle’s data through global communication
platforms to Toyota smart centre to provide mobility
services platform (MSPF). This platform enables general
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service companies to offer services to Toyota and Lexus
vehicles [117], [118].
Self-driving cars will have many on-board sensors,
cameras, and lidar systems, which will generate massive
amounts of data daily for each vehicle. The data generation
rate is growing dramatically. About 30 TB of data per
vehicle will be collected each day from the 152 million
connected cars on the road by 2020 [119]. This number
corresponds to about 2800 Mbps, compared to about 120
Mbps in 2013. Google driver-less car generates a stream
of data between 3 Gbps ( 1.4 TB/h) and 40 Gbps ( 19
TB/h) [33], [120], [121]. Cloud offloading has been the
solution to perform the majority of computation and long-
term data storage. The proven economic benefits of cloud
computing make it likely to remain a permanent feature
of the future computing landscape. However, the network
overhead and latency of remote cloud resources cannot
address the requirements of time-critical applications like
safety and prove detrimental to overall network perfor-
mance.
Mobile devices are resource-constrained. Mobile cloud
computing integrates the cloud computing paradigm into
the mobile environment to address the limitations of
mobile computing [122], specifically the performance (e.g.
battery life, storage, and bandwidth), environment (e.g.
heterogeneity, scalability, and availability), and security
(e.g. reliability and privacy) [123]. Similarly, vehicles have
limited storage and computation capabilities compared to
the amount of data to process. As such, the attempts to
augment vehicles with cloud computing fail to meet the
requirements of vehicular network applications: high mo-
bility support, geo-distribution (i.e. vehicles dispersion),
contextual/situational-awareness and low latency [124].
B. Vehicular Cloud Computing (VCC)
Vehicular cloud computing (VCC) has emerged as a new
hybrid technology based on the incorporation of VANET
and cloud computing. In this paradigm, a vehicles can
be both users and resource providers. Nowadays, vehicles
are literal "computers-on-wheels" featuring increasingly
powerful computation, communication, storage and sens-
ing capabilities [11]. The huge vehicular fleets on our
roadways, streets, and parking lots are thus massively
underutilized computational resources that can provide
third-party or community services at low-cost. In VCC, the
underutilized vehicle’s resources - computing power, In-
ternet connectivity, communication resources, and storage-
can be shared or rented over the Internet to various
customers, similar to traditional cloud resources. VCC
offers seamless and decentralized management of cyber-
physical resources. Due to the vehicle’s mobility, agility
and autonomy, VCC can dynamically adapt its managed
vehicular resources allocated to an application according
to the dynamically changing requirements and system
conditions [125]. VCC offers users the opportunity to rent
resources on-demand with a pay-as-you-go model or share
them freely to run their applications. A vehicle can fully
or partially offload the computation and storage tasks of a
vehicular application to a remote vehicular cloud to reduce
the burden on the vehicle. However, such a paradigm still
faces high relative latency and causes high communication
costs [126]–[129].
Stationary vehicles or mobile vehicles are controlled
by cyber-physical resource management software to form
a vehicular cloud computing (VCC). VCC can thus be
categorized into two classes: static VCC and dynamic
VCC. Each class is suitable for a category of vehicular
cloud services or applications [11].
Static VCC. Many people use private cars to commute.
They spend a long time in shopping centres, at the airport,
at work, or in the hospital, and park their vehicles during
that time. The parked vehicles are considered idle com-
puting resources. Companies may harness these resources
to provide computing and storage, in a way that mimics
the behaviour of a conventional cloud computing facility.
This class of VCC is an ideal solution for storage resource
provisioning and parking management [125]. There are
many feasible instances of static VCC [127], [130], [131]:
1) A Datacenter at the Airport: Major airports feature a
long-term parking lot where cars can park for days at a
time while their owners are travelling.
2) A Data Cloud in a Parking Lot: Many companies
provide parking lots for their employees. These companies
may provide incentives to their employees to rent their
vehicles’ resources during the day.
3) A Datacenter at the Mall: Private cars contribute to
the highest proportion of vehicles in mall parking lot,
at about 78% on weekdays and 72% at weekends. The
average parking time is 95.9 minutes [130]. Recent US
statistics show mall customers spend on average several
hours in malls with peaks over the weekends or during the
holiday season [131]. Malls provide large parking lots and
may use the idle computing resources with the customer’s
agreement (for instance through coupons) to provide "pay-
as-you-go" services for customers over the Internet.
4) A Datacenter at a Stadium, Concert hall and Festi-
val venue: At many special events (e.g., rock concerts,
sporting events, and festivals), large crowd gather. Similar
to mall data centres, incentives such as reductions on
the ticket prices may lead vehicle owners to lend their
vehicles’ computing power to the event organizer. These
resources provide additional computing power to punc-
tually calculate dispersal schedules of the event, develop
alternative traffic flow control strategies in response to
incidents, reschedule traffic lights in response to a traffic
jam after the event [132], or change the desired departure
times from an event.
Mobile VCC. Vehicle users spend a substantial amount
of time commuting daily. In 2018, US citizens spent
approximately 30 minutes daily commuting to work [133].
Using vans and private cars comprised 68% of the usual
mode of transport to work in Great Britain in 2017 [133].
The traffic flow changes dynamically, ranging from reg-
ular, fluid traffic, to congestion. Sometimes the patterns
of these changes are unpredictable, due to unexpected
events such as the closure of a road, an accident, or
other traffic-related events. Let us consider the case of an
unplanned process (e.g. accident detection and locating)
to respond to an unpredictable event (e.g. accident ahead).
This process has no preassigned or dedicated resources
available, so the vehicles travelling in the same direction in
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the event’s location can spontaneously form a VCC. These
VCC resources then perform the necessary computation.
The offloading must occur spontaneously and on-demand,
which conventional clouds do not support [125]. Similar
to D2D opportunistic offloading [134], vehicular cloud
offloading relies on V2V wireless communications which
leverage the opportunistic network formed by OBUs to
offload traffic data or computing tasks. In traffic offloading,
drivers download popular content through the cellular
network. This content is cached to be transmitted to other
drivers who subscribed to the same service using V2V
communication. In this way, other drivers can get the
requested content without accessing the Internet, which
significantly drops the traffic load on the cellular network.
On the other hand, computation-intensive applications
require resources that are beyond the capability of a single-
vehicle. Therefore, the vehicle can offload computing
tasks through V2V communication to nearby vehicles with
spare computing capacity. After completing the tasks, the
vehicle retrieves the results using V2V communication.
The scope of mobile VCC is either local in the context of
VANET, i.e., vehicles share the information via direct V2V
communication, or remote, i.e., VCC is accessed indirectly
through the internet. Remote VCC resembles the tradi-
tional cloud extension but allows for offloading lightweight
and non-contextual decision-making tasks. Local VCC is
very convenient for safety applications and regional traffic
management since it provides contextual information.
C. Edge Computing
Vehicular network applications are driving computing
toward the dispersion of computation resources on a
geographical basis. Edge computing seeks to reduce the
networking overhead by placing storage and computational
resources next to the vehicles. Edge computing features
proximity to the end-user, dense geographical distribu-
tion, and support for mobility. This distributed computing
paradigm promises to deliver scalable, highly responsive
cloud services for mobile computing, and enforce privacy-
policies for the on-board sensors. It also allows masking
transient cloud outages [12], [13]. Edge computing is also
characterized by its context-awareness, which augments
its capability to utilize the contextual information to assist
content delivery. On the one hand, the edge intelligence
can use the edge storage to cache the locally popular
content elaborately. On the other hand, edge intelligence
can monitor the status of nearby vehicles and coordinate
content delivery via V2X communications [39].
Edge computing provides data traffic offloading and
computation offloading. In data traffic offloading, some of
the drivers download popular content through the cellular
network. A copy of the content is cached in the edge
storage resources and transmitted on-demand to other
subscribers using V2N communication, as illustrated in
Figure 5 in section V. In this way, a subscriber driver can
get the requested content without accessing the Internet,
which significantly drops the traffic load on the backhaul
links. In computing offloading, resource-hungry applica-
tions require computing resources that are beyond the
capability of a single vehicle. Therefore, a vehicle can of-
fload computing tasks through V2N communication to the
nearby edge computing resources. Some applications, e.g.
smart navigation via augmented reality on the windshield,
are resource-hungry applications that require big traffic
data and complex computation. Such applications require
processing big data in real-time. In this context, edge
computing is an emerging technology for reducing the
data traffic on mobile network’s backhaul links - caching
popular content and processing data at or near the source
of the data generation.
Edge computing encompasses three platforms for bring-
ing the computation closer to the vehicles on the road.
They are vehicular fog computing (VFC), multiaccess
edge computing (MEC), and mobile vehicular cloudlets
(MVCs). Figure 7 demonstrates these three vehicular edge
computing frameworks.
Multiaccess Edge Computing (MEC): Multiaccess edge
computing (MEC), formerly mobile edge computing, is a
network architecture concept defined by the ETSI 5. MEC
extends the cloud computing capabilities in a distributed
manner close to the end-user, thus establishing an IT
environment that delivers ultra-low latency, reliable, and
scalable services. MEC arises from the evolution of the
mobile access network and the convergence of IT and
telecommunications networking. Nowadays, MEC is an
essential architecture, that locates a computing resource
at the edge of the mobile access network, typically at
the first aggregation level [136]. The purpose of ETSI
industry specification group (ISG), MEC initiative, is to
create a standardized and open environment that enables
operators to open their radio access network (RAN) edge
to authorized third-parties, to flexibly and rapidly deploy
innovative applications. This new ecosystem allows multi-
vendor vehicles, manufacturers and transportation agents
to integrate their applications for more convenient digital
services efficiently. MEC also enables applications and
services to be hosted ’on top’ of the mobile network
elements. The initiative aims to profit many entities within
the value chain, including mobile operators, application
developers, vehicle vendors, manufacturers, and other en-
terprises [137], [138]. According to the use-cases and
the requirements introduced by ETSI ISG [139], the
MEC system should support the continuity of the ser-
vice, the mobility of application (VM) and the mobility
of application-specific user-related information. Different
deployment scenarios address the various performance,
costs, scalability, and operator deployment preferences:
• Deployment at the radio node (eNodeB or gNodeB).
• Deployment at an aggregation point (LTE EPC or 5G
Core).
• Deployment at the edge of the Core Network (e.g. in
a distributed data centre, at a gateway).
MEC is a critical component of the 5G architecture as it
supports a variety of innovative applications and services
where ultra-reliable and low-latency are required [140].
MEC expands CC by deploying cloud resources, e.g.,
storage and processing resources, at the edge of the radio
access network (RAN) to provide computation and data
traffic offloading, rather than offloading further in the
network, to the cloud or a remote VCC. Being at the
5https://www.etsi.org/technologies/multi-access-edge-computing
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Figure 7: 3-Tier architecture for the edge computing paradigm as an extension of the cloud computing [116], [135].
edge provides the end-user with swift, energy-efficient
computing and storage, and mobility, location, and context
awareness support. As shown in Figure 7, multiaccess edge
computing (MEC) employs edge servers deployed on the
cellular base stations - LTE evolved Node B or 5G NR
base station (gNodeB) [43].
Fog Computing: Fog computing extends the cloud
computing paradigm to provide computation, storage and
network services between vehicles and traditional cloud
data centres [43], [152]. Fog computing was originally
introduced by Cisco to accommodate IoTs applications.
There are rich scenarios of connectivity and interactions
in vehicular networks: vehicle to vehicle, vehicle to access
points, smart traffic lights and roadside units (using Wi-Fi,
DSRC), vehicle to a network ( LTE, 5G), and other V2X
scenarios. For instance, a smart traffic light node interacts
locally with many sensors, which detect the presence of
pedestrians and bikers, and measures the distance and
speed of approaching vehicles. The smart traffic light in
this context acts as a fog computing node (FCN). The fog
has several characteristics which make it the ideal platform
and non-trivial extension of the cloud to deliver services in
infotainment, safety, traffic efficiency, and analytics [153].
These characteristics are 1) low latency, 2) wide-spread
and geo-distributed deployment, 3) location, mobility, and
context-awareness, 4) interoperability, federation, and het-
erogeneity (deployable in various environments), and 5)
support for real-time interactions [153], [154].
Fog computing node (FCN) can be any node with
communication, computation, and storage resources. As
shown in Figure 7, FCN can be a moving or parked vehicle
(i.e. vehicular fog computing - VFC) [155], a roadside
unit, or an edge device installed in a cellular base station.
Vehicular Fog Computing (VFC) is an architecture
that aggregates the abundant resources of individual and
connected vehicles. This architecture exploits the available
computing resources efficiently and dramatically enhances
the quality of service for applications. Moving and parked
vehicles can be FCNs that are used by VFC to extend
the fog, offload the computation and storage, and provide
networking services [148], [156]–[158]. RSUs can provide
more diverse services for smart vehicles in their vicinities,
such as navigation, video streaming, and smart traffic
lights. They can process data, store data, and make deci-
sions as a fog layer (i.e., area-level decisions) rather than
just relay or broadcast information [149]. Edge devices
can be interconnected by a variety of, mostly wireless,
communication technologies, located at the edge of the
network, qualifying a fog computing system as a "mini-
cloud" [129], [150].
Cloudlet Computing: Vehicular data traffic offloading
and computation offloading is essential when the vehicular
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Table V: Summary Characteristics of Cloud & Edge Computing Frameworks [43], [116], [141]
CC | VCC Fog Computing MEC Cloudlet
Origin Amazon | Olariu et al [125],
[142]–[144]
Cisco [145] ETSI [137] Satyanarayanan et al [146]
Deployment
Location
Data Center | Static or Mobile
vehicles fleet [11], [131]
At any point between vehicles
and cloud
Radio Access Network Local/outdoor installation
[146], [147]
Deployed
Nodes
Dedicated Servers | Underuti-
lized Vehicles
VFC(Vehicles) [148],
RSUs [149], or connected
ESs [129], [150]
ESs running in BSs aggrega-
tion or core of RAN
MVC-nearby smart vehicles
& RSUs [59] Datacenter in
box [146], [147]
Access
Technology
Internet WiFi, Mobile Networks [116] Mobile Networks: LTE, 5G WiFi [116], DSRC or ITS-G5
Proximity
[116]
Many hops, Dozens KMs to
100s/1000s KMs
One or Multiple Hops Be-
tween vehicles and Cloud
One hop, Few hundred meters
to few KMs
One hop, Nearby
Context
awareness
[43], [116]
No Medium High Low
Latency High, AWS≈196±84msa,
Azure≈176±96msb,
Google≈172±106msc
Low Low, up to 19.9 ms [151] Low, Few ms [146], [147]
aAws ping test (latency): ping.varunagw.com/aws
bMeasure your latency to Google cloud platform(gcp): www.gcping.com/
cAzure latency test: www.azurespeed.com/
applications demand a capacity beyond the capability of
a single-vehicle. Meanwhile, these applications may re-
quire low latency and light communication costs. Cloudlet
computing represents auxiliary nearby cloud resources to
provide highly responsive services for the users on wheels.
Cloudlet can be either a mini data centre in a box [159],
[160], or vehicle resources as virtual machines - mobile
vehicular cloudlet (MVC).
Cloudlets, as data centers in a box, can be viewed
as delegates or proxies of the real cloud, located at the
middle tier of a three-tier hierarchy, as shown in Figure 7.
This box has many virtual machines (VMs) installed. The
offloading to the cloudlet is transparent, giving mobile
users the illusion that they are directly interacting with
the cloud [44]. Under failure conditions, for instance,
failure of wireless backhaul due to Denial of Service
(DoS) attacks, the cloudlet takes over the responsibilities
and masks the outage when the cloud services are not
available [161].
Mobile Vehicular Cloudlets (MVCs). Adjacent
vehicles and roadside units can connect via DSRC
communication to form mobile vehicular cloudlets
(MVCs). MVCs harness the computational resources of
the adjacent nodes in a timely and efficient manner via
peer-to-peer communication [59], [162]. More specifically,
the infrastructure provider allocates part of the vehicles’
embedded resources to function as virtual machines. The
efficient utilization of vehicle resources may trigger the
virtual machine to migrate between the vehicles through
V2V communications forming the MVC [163]. MVC
is a cluster of smart vehicles and RSUs located in a
region. Such Vehicles and RSUs can share resources and
information via V2V communication or indirectly via
V2I communication [11], [59]. MVC is a specific type of
vehicular cloud computing (VCC), a local VCC, where
VCC is located physically one hop from the user vehicle.
There is abundant research proving the viability of edge
computing. The average network round-trip latency in
Hong Kong over LTE is 19.9 ms on edge, up to 24.9
ms on a nearby cloud (i.e. user and cloud server in
the same country) and an average of 52.4 ms on a far
cloud (i.e. user in Hong Kong contacts cloud server in
the US) [151]. Besides, Zhang et al [164] illustrate a
lower latency when offloading computer vision tasks to
the edge compared to offloading to the cloud. Yuan et
al [39] propose a two-level edge computing architecture
to coordinate the content delivery for automated driving
services. This architecture provides online automated
driving services (i.e., HD map, real-time traffic, parking
guidance), where edge intelligence at the base stations
is responsible for caching, and the cooperative content
sharing scheme in the vehicular networks.
Summary and Take-Away Message. 5G is a promising
technology to transmit data in a timely fashion for direct or
short distances communication. However, communication
latency changes slightly for long-distance communication
that requires a chain of packet switching over other trans-
mission media. For instance, if the vehicle sends sensory
data to Google cloud (where data is analyzed), then the
communication latency will be lower for the first leg of
the journey (vehicle to gNodeB), but remains the same for
the second leg (gNodeB to Google cloud server). There-
fore, edge computing (FC, MEC, or Cloudlets) enables
processing data in proximity to the vehicle, thus dropping
the latency and enabling time-critical applications to run
in real-time. Edge computing extends the cloud computing
paradigm and brings computation capability to the edge of
the network. It reduces the networking overhead and pro-
vides highly responsive services for the users on wheels.
Moving the computation to the edge pushes the utilization
efficiency of the next-generation mobile network to its
limit. VCC increases the utilization efficiency by using the
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dispersed underutilized resources of the vehicles. Vehicu-
lar networks can be employed to remotely offload latency-
tolerant computation (into moving or parking vehicles) and
storage services (into parking vehicles), or locally offload
latency-sensitive computation (into moving vehicles) and
caching (into moving vehicles).
VII. DATA ANALYTICS
Vehicles, RSUs, traffic lights and other ITS entities
have been continually generating data at an unprecedented
and ever-increasing scale. Real-time and latency-sensitive
applications require efficient data analysis frameworks to
ingest and process this data. In this section, we first
introduce a few efficient data analysis engines before high-
lighting distributed artificial intelligence as a crucial part
of future vehicular data analytics. Finally, we investigate
the machine learning algorithms which support traffic-
related prediction and detection applications.
A. Big data Streaming and analytics
Cooperation among ITS entities (e.g. smartphones, ve-
hicles, lampposts, traffic lights, or other RSUs) is a key
enabler of future road traffic management systems. These
elements generate both mobility and service-related data.
This data is heterogeneous, large in volume, and random
in nature. In most future vehicular networks applications,
analysing this data and extracting useful and relevant
information on time requires an efficient data analytics
architecture. This architecture must support multiple data
sources, enable data streaming (to achieve low latency),
and allow developers to plug-in queries and algorithms
from different origins. Besides that, it should be resilient
and available 24/7 to accommodate the large number of
data sources and consumers, scale linearly with growing
data, and provide fast recovery with no loss of data in case
of failure [9].
The increasing volume of data poses new challenges,
where streaming, ingestion and analysis of big data hap-
pen in real-time. It is essential to harness the cutting-
edge technologies that are capable of processing large
and heterogeneous data in-time, provide distributed and
parallel computing, storage, query and ingestion meth-
ods. S. Amini et al [9] propose a comprehensive and
flexible architecture based on a distributed computing
platform for real-time traffic control. Their proposed
architecture employs Apache Kafka6, a state-of-the-art
big data tool and distributed streaming platform. Kafka
is a distributed publish-subscribe messaging system that
decouples the data pipelines. It thus accommodates the
magnitude and heterogeneity of data and enables data
streaming. It allows processing the streams of records
as they occur, thereby providing real-time data analytics.
Microsoft added Apache Kafka on Azure HDInsight to
run a robust, real-time, big data streaming pipeline at
enterprise scale, natively integrated Kafka with Azure
managed disks, and made it globally available. Since then,
large companies have been using this service in production
to process millions of events per second and petabytes of
6https://kafka.apache.org/
data per day to power scenarios like Toyota’s connected
car, Office 365’s clickstream analytics, fraud detection
for large banks, or log analytics [170], [171]. Apache
Spark7 is a unified big data analytics engine for distributed
data processing, capable of streaming and processing
heterogeneous big data in real-time. Using Apache Spark
Streaming brings great benefits, among which improving
resource utilisation, balancing the load, providing fast
recovery (from failure), combining streaming data with
static data for interactive queries, processing batches 100
times faster than traditional MapReduce, and integrating
easily advanced libraries like GraphX, machine learning,
and SQL for distributed computing [172], [173]. Hadoop 8
disk-based MapReduce carries out data processing through
the hard drive (i.e. Hadoop distributed file systems -
HDFS), while Spark supports in-memory data sharing
using resilient distributed datasets (RDDs). Spark performs
data processing and allows developers to develop complex,
multi-step data pipelines using direct acyclic graph (DAG)
patterns. Thus, the Spark framework saves an enormous
amount of time in disk I/O operation; for example, Apache
Spark is 100 times faster than Hadoop [174]–[176].
Spark’s features strongly correlate with the concepts of
cloud computing, where instances can be disposable and
ephemeral. As a result, cloud providers such as Amazon
Web Services and Microsoft Azure have adopted Apache
Spark for running data analytics. Microsoft supports Spark
on its cloud-hosted version of Hadoop and provides a
portal to create Apache Spark clusters in Azure HDInsight.
The latter is the Microsoft implementation of Apache
Spark in the cloud. HDInsight facilitates the creation and
configuration of Spark clusters in Azure. HDInsight Spark
clusters are compatible with Azure Storage [177], [178].
Amazon’s elastic compute cloud (EC2) provides an envi-
ronment on which run Spark applications in Java, Python,
and Scala [179], [180]. In vehicular environments, the
big data analytics architecture can rely on Apache Spark
or Apache Kafka to empower the wireless edge. Spark
Streaming ingests continuous streams of data sources
(e.g. using socket streams or Restful API initialised by
OBUs on the vehicles), discretises the streaming data
into tiny, sub-second micro-batches or so-called RDDs.
Afterwards, the Spark engine runs short tasks (e.g., tens
of milliseconds) to process these micro-batches and output
the results in a latency-optimised fashion [181].
Figure 8 demonstrates the data flow between most of the
possible components of big data analytics architecture. ITS
entities (e.g. vehicles, traffic lights, or RSUs) push real-
time data into data aggregation and integration services
such as Apache Kafka, Apache Flume 9, akka 10, or
Amazon Kinesis 11. Apache Spark Streaming is a core
component for real-time analysis because it is efficient
in iterative computing tasks, and supports diverse data
sources and programming languages. It subscribes to
the data integration service to ingest the data in real-
time, or query the data from static data sources such
7https://spark.apache.org/
8http://hadoop.apache.org
9https://flume.apache.org/
10https://akka.io/
11https://aws.amazon.com/kinesis/
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Figure 8: Big Data Analytics Pipeline Architecture. It shows the different possible components where data flows
through. It contains data collection from dynamic and static sources, integration of live data, streaming, processing
and querying the data, and finally provisioning the data either by visualization or sending it back to the subscriber
group [165]–[169].
as MySQL 12, Apache Cassandra 13, PostgreSQL 14,
mongoDB 15, Apache HBase 16, MapR 17, and Hadoop
HDFS. Afterwards, Spark Streaming divides the contin-
uous stream of data (solid blue lines) on a time interval
basis into groups of small batches (dotted blue lines). The
Spark engine can then run machine learning algorithms
on the RDDs, and Spark SQL can execute ad-hoc queries.
The processed data can be stored in a static database or
published to Apache Kafka. The processed data can be
either visualised or consumed by the subscriber groups,
i.e., ITS elements such as vehicles, RSUs or traffic lights.
In short, Figure 8 illustrates the best integration of the
most promising technologies to assimilate the vast vol-
ume of data and benefit from the data’s full potential.
The integration of these technologies, however, requires
a suitable installation and configuration that bring the
desired performance - for instance, integrating Kafka as
12https://www.mysql.com/
13http://cassandra.apache.org/
14https://www.postgresql.org/
15https://www.mongodb.com/
16https://hbase.apache.org/
17https://mapr.com/datasheets/mapr-db/
an ingestion service with Spark as the actual data analysis
service which requires installing spark streaming module,
configuring Spark to point to Kafka brokers, and defining
the data type. This integration allows the Spark engine to
receive continuous streams of data from Kafka. Moreover,
Kafka should be configured to create topic(s) for data
ingested from the data sources and other topic(s) for the
analysed data from Spark. As an example of data aggre-
gation on Kafka cluster, one should create different topics
for heterogeneous data coming from different sources (e.g.
Vehicle OBU data and RSU data), where Spark consumes
data from these topics.
B. Distributed Artificial Intelligence (AI)
The traditional AI model is centralised since a single
agent can exhibit intelligent behaviour - solving the whole
problem using machine learning methods, supervised,
unsupervised, deep or reinforcement learning. The data,
model, and infrastructure are located physically at the
same place. Traditional machine learning thus requires the
data and the model to be located within the same node.
In traditional training, for example, deep neural networks
(DNNs), a cloud-based approach is adopted whereby data
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is centralised, and model training occurs in powerful cloud
servers [182]. In contrast, distributed AI (DAI) divides
the problem into multiple models among multiple nodes
or coordinates intelligent behaviour among a collection
of (possibly pre-existing) autonomous intelligent agents,
i.e. multi-agents systems [183]. Different agents may use
different sources of data for AI model training (e.g.
context-specific data), which results in distributed AI from
a data perspective. Edge servers can operate as agents
to provide Edge-based Learning. These agents are closer
to the end-user (e.g., vehicles, traffic lights, and other
ITS entities) and supplement cloud computing effectively.
With the rapid development of electronic circuits such
as GPU, TPU, FPGA, and ASIC, edge-based machine
learning, deep learning, and reinforcement learning al-
gorithms have improved significantly, ensuring real-time
decision-making [184]. Distributed AI comes as a logical
choice for vehicular computing due to the geographical
distribution of the node coupled with latency constraints,
context awareness, and distributed sensing. DAI will have
a significant impact on vehicular computing for learning,
decision-making, distributed sensing, data fusion, and col-
laborative problem-solving. To coordinate their actions,
DAI’s intelligent agents need to consider the plans and ac-
tions of others [183]. Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) systems
together with AI can acquire information from diverse
sources, expand the driver’s perception, predict to avoid
potential accidents, and solve road traffic congestion [185].
The rapid development of big data technology and the
increasing capacity of radio access networks enable the
deployment of distributed artificial intelligence. The coop-
eration between ITS entities and distributed intelligence is
the primary enabler of numerous applications, including
but not limited to traffic management, collision avoidance
and caching applications. The Internet of Vehicles (IoV)
features onboard and off-board artificial intelligence [186],
described as follows.
On-board intelligence. The Car-2-Car Communication
Consortium’s 18 application roadmap envisions four de-
ployment phases. Each phase builds on top of the previous
one, starting from status and sensory information dissemi-
nation to cooperation, going through intention and coordi-
nation data sharing. This roadmap would allow driving to
evolve from awareness and sensing to cooperative, fully
automated and accident-free driving [106]. Reinforcement
learning (RL) allows autonomous vehicles to drive coop-
eratively and make full use of the limited road resources.
RL-based cooperative driving arranges vehicle movements
and lane changing by setting the reward function of the
RL model. The reward function considers the delay of
an individual vehicle and the overall traffic efficiency at
the road level. Each autonomous vehicle has an RL agent
that interacts with the environment through a sequence of
observations, actions and rewards, and select actions that
could maximise cumulative rewards. Cooperation leads
to a more harmonic and efficient traffic system rather
than competition [187]. Federated Learning (FL) is a
collaborative machine learning technique that trains AI
models across decentralised agents (e.g., mobile phones,
18https://www.car-2-car.org/
vehicles’ OBUs) holding the data without centralised data
training. FL enables these agents to collaboratively learn
a shared model while keeping all the training data. It
decouples the capacity to do machine learning from the
need to store the data in the cloud [188].
Off-board intelligence. Big data analytics engines are
installed on third party stations distributed along the route
between the vehicles and the remote data centres. Data
processing engines in Figure 8 can be installed on servers
in a data centre, on fog computing nodes, on edge servers
at RANs, or on RSUs closer to the end-user, depending
on the requirements of the vehicular application. Different
learning methods can be used in data analytics engines
to provide data cognition. Intelligent vehicular services
can also be provided at the edge of a network through
data processing engines on fog computing nodes, on edge
servers at RANs, or on RSUs. These nodes are closer to the
vehicles to meet the demands of many delay-sensitive ve-
hicular applications that require local processing, such as
real-time road condition analysis and real-time behaviour
analysis for the driver. However, vehicular edge nodes still
have limited storage and computing capacity, that cannot
address long-term learning. Therefore, communication and
cooperation between the vehicular edge and the cloud are
necessary to unload tasks to the cloud for further analysis
in the vehicle’s idle time (non-driving conditions) [184].
Edge-based reinforcement learning (ERL) optimises traffic
lights at intersections, the neighbourhood and city scale
in real-time. ERL provides DAI by deploying fast DNN
training on spatially distributed edge servers. It operates
within the coverage area of the edge server and uses
aggregated data from neighbouring edge servers to provide
city-scale congestion control [38]. Edge computing and
caching address the resource constraints of the vehicles
and run computation-intensive tasks in a distributed man-
ner. However, the high mobility of the vehicles, the time
variability on the popularity of contents, and the random-
ness of duration that a special vehicle stays in the coverage
of an edge server may lead to degradation in a system’s
utilisation. Dai et al [189] propose an AI-empowered
edge-enabled vehicular architecture. In this architecture,
RSUs are deployed along the roadsides and act as edge
servers and intelligent agents at the same time. Each
RSU employs an advanced deep reinforcement learning
algorithm - deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG),
to act, reward and update its state by interacting with
the surrounding Vehicular network. RSU automatically
designs sophisticated actions based on the current state,
which include cross-layer offloading, cooperative multi-
point caching and delivery, and V2V edge caching.
C. AI-Empowered ITS Applications
According to the recent researches, mining traffic-
related data can be classified mainly into two classes:
traffic flow prediction and traffic incident detection.
Traffic Flow Prediction is a fundamental function in
ITS which improves transportation efficiency. Accurate
predictions of such traffic information are of great im-
portance for route planning, navigation, and other mobility
services. The long short-term memory (LSTM) model and
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its variant, stacked LSTM, temporal LSTM (T-LSTM), and
spatial-temporal autoencoder LSTM (also called sparse
autoEncoder and long short-term memory -SpAE-LSTM)
outperform both the multilayer perceptron (MLP) model,
decision tree model and support vector machine (SVM)
model for traffic congestion prediction [190]–[192]. Traffic
can be forecast by the trend-modelling of the traffic time
series. There is an implicit temporal connection among
the time series observed on different days/locations, which
makes traffic time series analysis efficient and effective
using principle component analysis (PCA). PCA helps
to differentiate abnormal traffic from normal traffic by
comparing the distances between their projections in the
latent space [193]. Deep-learning is another approach to
predict traffic flow. The autoEncoder model is used as a
supportive technique to predict the complex linear traffic
flow. It learns generic traffic flow features, and obtains
the internal relationship of traffic flow, whereas SpAE-
LSTM uses Sparse autoencoder (SpAE) to extract the
spatial features within the spatial-temporal matrix via full
connected layer [192], [194]–[196].
Traffic Incident Detection is another fundamental
function in ITS. There is a plethora of information and data
about accidents, such as driving behaviours, environmental
conditions, and characteristics of the accident region.
This information can support data labelling of records in
datasets. These labels support validating the accuracy of
the machine learning model (ML) or deep learning model
(DL). Social media such as Twitter and Facebook are
popular and real-time in nature, making them a source of
information for event detection, with particular reference
to road traffic congestion and car accidents. The public
immediately posts and shares information when traffic
anomalies occur (e.g. road closures, traffic congestion and
accidents), which spreads rapidly in many directions. The
user messages shared in social networks are called status
update messages (SUMs). These messages may contain
text and meta-information such as timestamp, geographic
coordinates (latitude and longitude), name of the user,
links to other resources, hashtags, and mentions. Several
SUMs referring to a traffic event in a limited geographic
area may provide valuable information about abnormal
traffic events (e.g. traffic accident, congestion, or road
closure). Therefore, specific (pre-)processing methods and
algorithms should extract useful patterns. Text mining
can be used as a process to extract useful traffic-related
information and knowledge from unstructured text (e.g.
Tweets and facebook posts) [197]–[199]. Moreover, traffic
events can be detected and summarised based on min-
ing representative terms from posts via Spatio-temporal
analysis, wavelet analysis model, Twitter stream analysis,
and support vector machine (SVM) as a classification
model [200]–[202].
Traffic Flow Efficiency. Meixin et al [207] develop a
deep RL-based model to control the velocity while follow-
ing an autonomous driving vehicle. This model constructs
a reward function reflecting driving safety, efficiency, and
comfort to fulfil the multi-objectives of the following car.
The model’s RL agent learns to control the vehicle’s speed
to maximise the cumulative rewards through trial and error.
RL can also be employed to develop a harmonic and
efficient traffic system. Wang et al [187] formulate lane-
changing for each vehicle as a Markov decision process
(MDP) [208]. This MDP is based on a tuple of state
space, action space, reward space, transition model and
a discount factor. The reward function of the RL model
is a trade-off among the vehicle’s travelling efficiency,
traffic flow rate, and the cooperation for lane chang-
ing behaviour. The RL agent, an autonomous vehicle,
interacts with the environment through a sequence of
observations, actions and rewards, and select actions that
could maximise cumulative rewards. The authors utilise
a deep neural network named deep Q-network (DQN),
to learn the lane changing decision-making mechanism.
DQN considers the state of the vehicle at a given time
as input and outputs of the desired driving decision. For
traffic flow optimisation, Walraven et al [209] use the same
tools as [187], namely Markov Decision Processes, Q-
learning, and neural networks, to learn policies dictating
the maximum driving speed that is allowed on a highway,
to reduce traffic congestion. However, the reward function
is directly related to the delay incurred by vehicles as
a consequence of congestion. The reward function is
computed based on the number of vehicle hours, which
is the amount of time vehicles spend on the highway.
Driver Behavior Analysis. Road safety has been
gaining attention and importance by authorities, road
safety professionals, researchers, industry and other
stakeholders, taking on their roles in reducing road deaths
and injuries [210]. Distracted driving can be defined as
any activity that diverts the driver’s attention from driving,
including talking or texting on a mobile phone [211],
and onboard entertainment or navigation systems. It
creates enormous potential for accidents on the roads,
especially among young drivers. In the US, 3,166 people
in 2017 [212] and 3,477 people in 2015 died in motor
vehicle crashes involving distracted drivers. In 2015, 14%
of all police-reported motor vehicle traffic crashes were
reported as distraction-affected crashes [213]. Celaya-
Padilla et al [203] couple a ceiling-mounted wide-angle
camera to a convolutional neural network (CNN) to
detect such distracted drivers. Detection of distraction
can be conveyed audibly, visually, or haptically using
an infotainment system to raise the driver’s awareness
of his/her driving practice and associated risks, thus
promoting safe driving practices and reducing the
accident rate. A fine-grained abnormal Driving behaviour
Detection and iDentification system, D3, is deployed
on each vehicle to identify specific types of abnormal
driving behaviours in real-time using smartphone sensors.
These driving behaviours include weaving, swerving,
sideslipping, fast u-turn, turning with a wide radius and
sudden braking. The system runs Support Vector Machine
(SVM) to train and output a classifier model in the
offline phase and conducts fine-grained identification in
online phase to raise the driver’s awareness of his driving
habits, to correct them and prevent any potential car
accidents [205]. DarNet [204] is a framework utilizing
deep learning techniques. The system concurrently
collects data from multiple onboard IoT devices, and
jointly analyses this multi-modal input. DarNet is capable
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Table VI: Summary of Machine Learning and its applications to solve road traffic problems
ITS Application Phenomenon AI Model Data Source Deployment
Distraction Detection Using mobile phone while
driving
Deep Learning -CNN [203] Ceiling-mounted camera Vehicle OBUs
CNN for images & RNN for
IMU data DarNet [204]
Inward facing camera & Mo-
bile’s IMU.
Traffic flow prediction Congestion Stacked LSTM [190], Tem-
poral LSTM [191], Spatial-
Temporal, LSTM [192]
Traffic Data RSU
Traffic flow, speed prediction Traffic dynamics CNN, RNN, SAE and autoen-
coder [194]
Traffic Data from
Infrastructures, Trajectory
AFC Records & Social media
-
Traffic Accident Detection Traffic Anomalies SVM [200] Social Networks -
Driving Detection & iDentifi-
cation, D3
Abnormal driving SVM [205] Smartphone Sensors Smartphone App
Drowsy Driving Detection
(D3)
Drowsy driving LSTM [206] Embedded Acoustic Sensors
in Smartphones
Cooperative Lane Changing Traffic Competition Deep RL [187] Vehicle On-board sensors Vehicle OBUs
Safe, Efficient and Comfort
Following
Car Following MDP, Deep RL [207] Vehicle On-board sensors Vehicle OBUs
Intelligent Cross-Layer& Co-
operative Offloading
Diverse requirements, Time-
varying of Content Popularity
Deep Deterministic Policy
Gradient (DDPG) [189]
Vehicle’s OBUs, RSUs, Envi-
ronment
AI-Empowered
RSUs, BSs
of detecting and classifying distracted driving behaviour.
DarNet collects image data from an inward-facing
camera, and inertial measurement unit (IMU) data from
a mobile device, onboard vehicle. These data sources
provide richer contextual information that allows machine
learning models to enable fine-grained analysis and
disambiguate human behaviour. For instance, the image
of a driver sending a text message can be cross-validated
by checking the acceleration of the mobile device from
the embedded accelerometer. Moreover, image analysis
can discern who is using the mobile device, whether the
driver or the passenger. Such multi-modal cross-validation
improves the classification accuracy without the need to
deploy expensive sensors. DarNet employs convolutional
neural networks (CNN) to process the image data and
recurrent neural networks (RNN) to process the IMU data.
In each time-step, the system ingests the multi-modal data
and detect the behaviour in near-realtime. Ultimately, the
aggregate of the tow models classifies driving behaviour.
In addition to distracted driving, drowsy driving is
another behaviour that threatens road safety. The US
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration reported
795 fatalities from drowsy-driving related crashes in
2017 [214]. There are many initiatives to develop a
drowsy driving detection system which aim to raise
the driver’s awareness of his/her driving practice and
associated risks and thus reduce potential traffic risks.
Sober-Drive system [215] is a smartphone-assisted
drowsy driving detection system on vehicles. Using
Neural Network and front camera on the smartphone,
the system analyses the open/closed states of the driver’s
eyes, which are the most distinguishing features of
fatigue. It leverages the drowsiness indicators such as the
PERcentage of CLOSure of eyelid (PERCLOS), blink
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Figure 9: Real-time Data Analytics Architecture. Offline
phase includes data prepossessing, feature extraction and
model training. Online phase icludes sensory data collec-
tion, prepossessing, feature extraction, offline model-based
detection or prediction [194], [205], [206].
time and blink rate. D3-Guard system [206] detects any
drowsy driving actions using audio devices embedded in
smartphones. It employs a deep learning method, called
long short term memory (LSTM) networks, to detect
nodding, yawning and abnormal operating steering wheel
in real-time. The system leverages Doppler shift of the
audio signals to capture the unique patterns of drowsy
driving actions, where different drivers have similar
patterns for a particular action.
Summary and Take-Away Message. The accuracy of
the ML model is not the only performance measure in
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road safety. ITS safety applications demand the whole
process of data ingestion, streaming, analysis, and output
dissemination to be performed in real-time. D3-Guard
[206] and abnormal driving behaviour D3 systems [205]
perform real-time high-accurate driving behaviours moni-
toring using smartphone sensors. The framework behaves
in two phases, an offline phase for model training and an
online phase for detecting the dangerous behaviours, as
shown in Figure 9. Liu et al [194] also use offline and
online phases to predict urban traffic using real-time data.
In addition to the offline and online phases, DarNet [204]
uses supportive contextual information, leading to multi-
modal data. DarNet framework ingests the multi-modal
data and detects the behaviour more accurately in near-
real-time. However, these frameworks are primitive and do
not scale with the increasing data volumes. We believe that
integrating Apache Spark and Apache Kafka is essential
to provide scalability and the aggregation of multiple
data sources. The data analytics framework should con-
sider different data sources (e.g., vehicle’s embedded sen-
sors, smartphones, traffic lights, context information from
RSUs) and employ efficient data streaming and analytics
to ensure more accurate and real-time prediction/detection.
VIII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The research in the area of vehicular computation is still
in its very early stage. In this section, we identify several
open issues which can extend to future research directions.
A. Evolutionary Predictive and Detective Models Over
Time
The underlying dynamic phenomena related to driving
patterns change over time according to the road type,
weather conditions, vehicle’s conditions, and the driving
style [58], [216]. The models thus need to cope with
the evolution of driving patterns over time. Diaz-Rozo
et al. [217] propose a new unsupervised learning algo-
rithm based on gaussian mixture models called gaussian-
based dynamic probabilistic clustering (GDPC) to process
a large amount of data and cope with underlying dy-
namic phenomena such as degradation. GDPC integrates
and adapts three well-known algorithms: the expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm to estimate the model pa-
rameters, and the Page-Hinkley test and Chernoff bound
to detect concept drifts [218]. GDPC can decide whether
(and when) to change the model if a concept drift is
detected. The Internet of Things (IoT), on the other hand,
provide functions and services that mainly target stable
environments. However, these services and functions are
not efficient or reliable enough for use in dynamic sce-
narios that require adaptive solutions. Neither edge nor
fog-assisted computing paradigms can provide the required
context awareness and autonomous decision making under
real-time constraints. Elastic IoT fog framework (EiF)
is a promising solution. EiF is an hyper-connected IoT
ecosystem on fog platforms with contextual AI technolo-
gies. In addition to cloud servers, the platform integrates
three emerging technologies: IoT, fog, and AI to provide
a flexible fog computing framework. This framework runs
on IoT gateways with adaptive AI services fostered in the
cloud [219]. Another solution lies in federated learning
(FL). FL enables collaborative machine learning without
requiring data to be sent or stored in the cloud. Mobile
devices train a local model and collaboratively update a
shared prediction model. The devices then combine the
local and shared models to adapt the results to the exact
context of the device [188] In the Internet of Vehicles,
reducing and minimizing accidents is challenging due to
the unique characteristics of the vehicles and the evolution
of driving patterns over time. Such dynamic phenomena
have not been addressed in the commercial market, or even
studied by researchers. The future automotive ecosystem
should be evolutionary, by deploying AI models that can
detect any change in the underlying phenomena, whether
locally or globally and update accordingly.
B. 5G/6G vision
The success of 5G vehicular communications relies on
various new technologies and will deliver much higher
data rates to a wide variety of devices and users. Future
vehicular communications critically depend on instant
and constant wireless connectivity, which will be enabled
by 6G. Indeed, 6G takes a substantially more holistic
approach to identify future communication needs.
In the future, a considerable amount of networked
autonomous vehicles will operate with different degrees
of coordination to make efficient transport and logistics.
Efficient and safe transportation remains an important
target. Autonomous cars and autonomous trucks move
people and goods efficiently. Besides, reducing today’s
current global death and injury rates from transport and
logistics networks is critical. Advances in sensors, sensor
fusion, and control systems improve safety but come
at the expense of stronger network requirements. Each
vehicle in a future network will feature many sensors,
including cameras, laser scanners, possibly THz arrays
for 3D imaging, odometry, and inertial measurement units.
Algorithms must quickly fuse data from multiple sources
and make rapid decisions about how to control a vehicle
while considering a locally generated map of its immediate
environment, its place in that environment, information
on other vehicles, people, animals, structures or hazards
that might lead to collision or injury. Interfaces must
also be developed to alert passengers or supervisors to
potential risks so that appropriate actions can be taken
to avoid accidents. For a network of vehicles to function
efficiently and safely, wireless networks must deliver ultra-
high reliability, in addition to low latencies and high
bandwidth.
C. MEC and AI assisted VSDN
Some communication links may experience a very high
load, leading to data traffic congestion, and thereby higher
latency. Thus, latency-sensitive applications face more
latency, and other applications experience a degradation
in QoS. Research and development are needed to develop
an MEC or fog assisted VSDN architecture, with which
the VSDN controller at the congested communications
links can request more bandwidth at the edge to elimi-
nate network bottlenecks. The VSDN controllers use AI
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models to predict or detect the periods and the links
of high network utilization. Figure 10 illustrates this
AI-assisted VSDN architecture. Currently, radio access
technologies (RATs), i.e., IEEE 802.11p DSRC, LTE-
A, Wi-Fi, WiMAX, millimetre Wave, and the recently
proposed Terahertz communication are critical wireless
access technologies for the vehicular networking industry.
Vehicles can feature various connectivity modules and dy-
namic models, by which they can select the most suitable
RAT or combine two or more to ensure seamless and
ubiquitous connectivity, and achieve a sufficient bandwidth
provided by the SDN controller. Similarly, a recent study
has shown that multicarrier mobile network access can
significantly decrease the latency, up to 50% in an ideal
model [220]. Multicarrier access can be used for future
vehicles equipped with multiple transceivers to experience
seamless connectivity, low latency, and gain the demanded
bandwidth. SDN-based HetVNet [221] is a software-
defined heterogeneous vehicular networking architecture
that is expected to ensure extremely reliable and low-
latency communication for the safety-critical vehicular
applications and services in a cooperative and distributed
manner. It is anticipated to keep the vehicle seamlessly
connected to the optimal RATs and retain up-to-date
network topology. However, this framework does not solve
the congestion issue which makes on-demand dynamic
connectivity an critical research area.
D. Real-time Context-aware Abnormal Driving Activity
Detection
Road traffic accidents are one of the leading causes
of death across the world. Abnormal driving behaviours,
such as aggressive driving are a significant factor in fatal
accidents. Matousek et al [222] analyse an offline large
simulated data set based on LuST [223] to detect abnormal
driving activity (extremely aggressive or passive driving
behaviours). Chen et al [205] analyse sensory data using an
offline training and online detection approach to develop
real-time abnormal driving behaviours identification and
detection system. However, both approaches are based
on simulated or unrealistic data and tend to consider
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Figure 10: AI-assisted VSDN architecture.
only point anomaly detection19 [224]. Besides, driving
behaviours differ widely between countries, and even
between different cities. As such, local models combined
with more general global models are essential in the
success of such systems. A distributed and collaborative
system that ensures real-time context-aware anomalous
data detection can address this issue. Unsupervised and
semi-supervised anomaly detection can distinguish be-
tween overall normal and anomalous behaviour, where the
latter deviates significantly and thus poses a threat to traffic
safety. Moreover, proper deployment of fog computing
nodes or edge devices can ensure contextualization. Fog
and edge computing are indeed effective techniques to col-
lect context information thanks to their locality. We believe
that such systems can provide other drivers with in-time
warnings to take preemptive actions against any dangerous
driving, and thereby avoiding potential accidents.
E. Augmented Reality on Windshield
With the new era of massive bandwidth of wireless
access technologies, namely 5G and 6G, augmented re-
ality (AR) has been an emerging application. AR on
windshield will be very attractive as it is interactive
and significantly improves the user experience. Context-
aware augmentation of the route interactively on the wind-
shield provides drivers with multiples services, ranging
from obstacle detection and accident prevention to more
practical applications such as smart navigation services
[151], [225]. Context-awareness is a critical component
in developing AR applications. As such, AR leverages
most of the sensors (camera, lidar and radar, GPS),
communication (DSRC, LTE/5G/6G), and computation
paradigms (V2V, V2E, V2X) available on connected ve-
hicles. AR presents multiple challenges; most of them
related to networking and processing latency [226]. The
alignment problem arises when the motion to photon
latency is high enough for the human eye to start detecting
misalignment between virtual objects and the physical
world. This phenomenon can be extremely distracting. The
alignment problem should thus be avoided at all costs in
a driving context. However, the alignment problem starts
to happen for extremely low motion-to-photon latencies,
between 7 and 20 ms [227]. Reaching these constraints
with on-board computation is demanding. Besides, to
get the full context, vehicles should also communicate
through the network. It is therefore necessary to come up
with not only technological solutions (higher bandwidth,
better OBUs), but also introduce elements from Human-
Computer-Interaction to address the issue of elements not
being processed within strict deadlines without distract-
ing the user. Besides latency-related issues, AR presents
multiple hardware challenges in order to seamlessly super-
impose virtual objects on top of the physical world on a
windshield, where the driver’s head is not always perfectly
aligned.
19There are 3 types of anomalies: point anomalies, contextual anoma-
lies and collective anomalies.
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F. Privacy and Security challenges
Remote vehicle diagnostic and maintenance, anoma-
lous driving identification, and numerous ITS applications
are based on long-term data analytics. They require the
transmission of sensitive and private data for computa-
tion offloading. The automotive ecosystem should adopt
federated learning (FL) for use cases where privacy is
a serious concern, and where bandwidth is limited. FL
allows the locally trained model to be sent rather than
sending privacy-sensitive data. It also lowers the network
utilization, making efficient usage of the bandwidth. Fed-
erated learning maintains users’ privacy, but raises many
new challenges such as model poisoning. An attacker may
poison the model by sending parameters of an anomalous
model. Overall, data confidentiality and privacy should be
ensured by providing security as a part of the vertical
integration. Security integration is critical at the node,
domain, end-to-end and service/use case levels. Besides, to
prevent the modification of data which are being forwarded
or have been stored, it is vital to guarantee the integrity
requirement. Meanwhile, a verifiable computing scheme
for vehicular users is needed to check the correctness of
any obtained computation results from the edge servers.
Further research is needed to define the authorized users,
and threat models of each vehicular application involve
sharing sensitive data.
IX. CONCLUSION
Intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) are the future
of transportation systems. As a crucial part of ITS, net-
works of vehicles are distributed spatially and connected
directly through short-range communication, or indirectly
with mobile networks. Vehicles are connected with dis-
tributed computation nodes such as edge computing and
vehicular cloud computing, or centralized, i.e. cloud com-
puting. In this paper, we surveyed the existing literature on
distributed vehicular communication and computation. We
highlighted the characteristics of vehicular environments,
their impacts on vehicular network applications, and de-
termined the application requirements. Then, we studied
the available and future communication technologies and
their capabilities. We analyzed and investigated 5G thor-
oughly to provide researchers with a pragmatic review
of 5G practical horizons. Afterwards, we reviewed the
computation frameworks, data analytics engines and some
machine learning algorithms toward a cognitive and safe
transportation system. Finally, we provided insights and
future directions motivated by our concerns about soon to
come applications. With this paper, we hope to have pro-
vided a comprehensive survey compiling the foundations
of vehicular network applications in a systematic manner,
from the lower layer of communication to the higher layer
of intelligence. In the big data era, 5G is the most promis-
ing technology for transferring bigger data in less time
and accommodate the advantages of other technologies. In
parallel, DSRC and its European counterpart ITS-G5 will
provide direct communication between vehicles for low-
latency transmission. Over these communication technolo-
gies, edge computing and vehicular cloud computing push
the utilization efficiency of the next-generation networks
and resources to their limit. These edge computing nodes,
combined with engines like Apache Spark and Apache
Kafka, can consume contextual information to ensure
accurate and real-time prediction/detection.
We also highlighted many hot topics for research and
development in the next decade, among which 1) de-
veloping evolutionary machine learning-based models to
adapt the underlying dynamic phenomena of the driving
patterns; 2) integrating security vertically at node, domain,
end-to-end and service levels; meanwhile, using privacy-
preserving machine learning methods such as federated
learning; 3) integrating abnormal activity detection, such
as distracted driving, to safety services; 4) using aug-
mented reality to bring about more safety and conve-
nience; 5) developing programmable communication links
that enable on-demand bandwidth and eliminate network
bottleneck problems; and 6) evaluating the feasibility of
vehicular networks over mobile networks. As of today, 5G
deployment is sparse. Developing vehicular networks over
5G will be strongly correlated with actual infrastructure
deployment choices. The lessons learned during this period
will allow the integration of vehicular applications at
the core of the development of future communication
technologies such as 6G.
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